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ABSTRACT
Airship Systems Design, Modeling, and Simulation for Social Impact
Daniel C. Richards
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Although there have been oscillations in airship interest since their use in the early 1900s,
technological advancements and the need for more flexible and environmentally friendly transportation modes have caused a stream of study and surge in airship development in recent years.
For companies and governments to understand how airships can be incorporated into their fleets
to fulfil new or existing mission types, system design space exploration is an important step in
understanding airships, their uses, and their design parameters. A decision support system (DSS),
Design Exploration of Lighter-Than-Air Systems (DELTAS), was developed to help stakeholders
with this task. DELTAS allows users to design airships and missions to determine how a design
will perform in the scenario. Simulations can also be run for a given mission to find the Paretooptimal designs for user-defined ranges of high-level airship design parameters. A case study is
provided that demonstrates how DELTAS can be used to explore the airship design space for three
specified missions. These three mission case studies show how design of experiments is important
to more thoroughly cover the design space and to find and understand the relationships between
airship design variables that lead to optimal mission times and costs.
This research also explores the impacts of introducing an airship into operation. Engineered
products have economic, environmental, and social impacts, which comprise the major dimensions
of sustainability. This paper seeks to determine the interaction between design parameters when
social impacts are incorporated into the concept development phase of the systems design process.
Social impact evaluation is increasing in importance similar to what has happened in recent years
with environmental impact consideration in the design of engineered products. Concurrently, research into new airship design has increased. Airships have yet to be reintroduced at a large scale
or for a range of applications in society. Although airships have the potential for positive environmental and economic impacts, the social impacts are still rarely considered. This paper presents a
case study of the hypothetical introduction of airships in the Amazon region of Brazil to help local
farmers transport their produce to market. It explores the design space in terms of both engineering
parameters and social impacts using a discrete-event simulation to model the system. The social
impacts are found to be dependent not only on the social factors and airship design parameters, but
also on the farmer-airship system, suggesting that socio-technical systems design will benefit from
integrated social impact metric analysis. This thesis seeks to demonstrate how computer-aided engineering tools can be used to predict social impacts, to more effectively explore a system’s design
space, and to optimize the system design for maximum positive impact, using the modern airship
as a case study.

Keywords: airship, systems engineering, decision support system, discrete-event simulation, design space exploration, social impact, sustainable design
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement
Over the course of the past century, the movement of people and goods has increased. A

number of technological advancements have enabled this flow of goods and people, such as aircraft,
trains, and automobiles. As the population grows, consumption increases, and infrastructure falls
into obsolescence, new modes of transportation and infrastructural innovations will be developed
to meet the needs of the twenty-first century and beyond. Before these innovations are introduced,
they need to be modeled to estimate the impacts they may have.
In the product development process, requirements are defined to ensure that the product
solves a problem in a desired way. Often these requirements are connected by the design parameters in ways that result in tradeoffs in performance. These design tradeoffs each have economic,
environmental, and social impacts [4]. Until recently, the majority of impacts considered during
development were economic impacts. Increasingly, more socially responsible approaches to design have gained traction due to increases in social connection from travel and the internet, green
or socially responsible company policies, and numerous ISO standards [5, 6]. Much of this shift in
practices has focused on the environmental impacts of products. Methodologies such as life-cycle
assessment estimate the environmental footprint a product will have from production through the
product’s retirement and disposal [7]. Initiatives such as the triple bottom line and the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals have attempted to increase focus on social impacts so that
all three impacts are considered during the development process [5, 8].
Before any product is introduced to the public, most system-level impacts are likely unknown. While economic impacts and, increasingly, environmental impacts are commonly taken
into account throughout the design process, social impact calculations are underused and underdeveloped. In product development, the failure to understand the product’s impact can lead to
product failure. This failure may be due to low adoption or unforeseen negative impacts. One such
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negative social impact could be the stratification of a population. This could range from mostly
benign status signaling to the more serious displacement of workers or social inequality [9].
As both the scale and the complexity increase—of the product and the system in which it
will operate—the need to understand product impact also increases. When the product has multiple
users, like a train or a taxi, the significance of the product’s social impact is compounded. Using
an example of the automobile, a family’s new vehicle could lead to minor stratification through
status signaling among the owners and their neighbors, even if it is just left on the driveway and
never driven. When this vehicle is being driven, it becomes part of a wider, more complex system
comprising other drivers, pedestrians, and the surrounding infrastructure. This vehicle now has the
ability to impact many people’s lives in many more ways. If this vehicle is actually part of a sharedautonomous vehicle fleet, how, when, and where this vehicle is used becomes even more variable
and is able to impact even more people and locales. This complexity can make it difficult to know
what the impacts may be and which impacts should receive the most attention. Through predictive
system modeling, potential impacts of complex, socio-technical systems can be identified. This
can lead to better designs and more successful products that benefit both the company and society.
The addition of system requirements tied to how the product is used within the sociotechnical system of which it is a part adds complexity to the engineering models that make it
difficult to adequately model the system without simulation. Simulation allows the social and
engineering models to interact in a stochastic environment where their time-based, emergent behavior and the connected trends can be discovered and analyzed. Modeling and simulation have
been used since the invention of the computer [10]. Problems have been modeled such as freight
transportation and modeling the environmental impact of freight vehicles using discrete-event simulation [11–13]. But, it has yet to be used to model a product, model the socio-technical system
they operate within, and simulate the product’s usage and interaction in order to extract data related
to both physical performance and social impact metric performance. To thoroughly explore the design space of a product and find optimal designs, computer-aided engineering tools are required.
This thesis seeks to demonstrate how computer-aided engineering tools can be used to
predict social impacts, to more effectively explore a system’s design space, and to optimize the
system design for maximum positive impact, using the modern airship as a case study.
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1.2

Research Objectives
The research described in this thesis seeks to apply the use of two computer-aided engi-

neering tools to the development of airship systems in order to find optimal use cases and find
designs that provide an optimal impact. The four research objectives that will be addressed in the
proceeding chapters are:
1. Demonstrate the effectiveness of decision support systems during the concept development
phase of the design process
2. Define optimal designs and use cases of airships using a decision support system
3. Develop a predictive model of an airship system using discrete-event simulation
4. Determine the predicted social impact of introducing an airship into an existing transportation system
The stated research objectives will be addressed in the subsequent chapters. Two of these chapters have been adapted from submitted journal papers. A background chapter precedes these and
provides some foundational information and additional motivation for the research objectives. A
conclusion chapter will discuss how the research objectives were achieved, describe the limitations
of the research, and detail areas for further research.

1.3

Thesis Organization
Following the background provided in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 presents research submitted

for review to the Journal of Defense Modeling and Simulation in February 2022. This chapter
addresses research objectives one and two. It describes the rise in airship-related research and
development in recent years and the need for decision makers to better understand the airship
and the system in which it operates. This understanding should include the high-level airship
design parameters, as well as environmental and mission parameters related to how and where the
airship is operated. The research walks through a decision support system called DELTAS that
was developed to help stakeholders with the task of exploring and understanding the airship design
space to become more familiar with airships, their uses, and their design parameters. A case study
3

Figure 1.1: This chart illustrates the flow of this thesis and how the decision support system (DSS)
described in Chapter 3 and the discrete-event simulation described in Chapter 4 can be used together in the design process.

is provided that demonstrates how DELTAS can be used to explore the airship design space for
a specified mission. This case study shows how a design of experiments is important to more
thoroughly cover the design space and to find and understand the relationships between airship
design variables that lead to optimal mission times and costs.
Chapter 4 was submitted to the journal, Design Science, in April 2022 and addresses the
need for more socially sustainable designs. This chapter seeks to determine the interactions between design parameters and social impact metrics when social impacts are incorporated into the
design process. This chapter presents a case study of the hypothetical introduction of airships in
the Amazon to help local farmers transport their produce to market. As airships have yet to be reintroduced at a large scale and for a range of applications in society, it provides an interesting and
pertinent example to model. The case study enables the exploration of the design space in terms of
the airship’s social impacts connected to the design parameters using a discrete-event simulation
to model the system. The link between social impact metrics, airship design parameters, and the
farmer-airship system are analyzed and suggest that socio-technical systems design will benefit
from integrated social impact analysis.

4

The framework described in and the connection between Chapters 3 and 4 illustrated in
Figure 1.1 will be discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 5 also concludes this thesis by summarizing the
findings of Chapters 3 and 4, making connections between them, discussing the limitations of the
research, and describing potential areas for further research.
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CHAPTER 2.

2.1

BACKGROUND

System Impacts
In the 2021 Infrastructure Report Card, an assessment performed by the American Society

of Civil Engineers, the United States received a C- for the state of its infrastructure, meaning
it requires attention and may be at risk of failure. Since 1998, the grade has oscillated mostly
between D and D+. The cost to improve America’s infrastructure has risen from $1.3 trillion
to $4.59 trillion since 2001 [14]. Eventually, improvements will be needed. Since much of the
current system was developed decades ago, any improvements will similarly need to consider
decades into the future. Without predictive modeling, engineers will be unable to estimate these
future conditions and design systems capable of addressing future needs and conditions.
After the 1950s and 1960s, when most of the electrical transmission line systems were
developed and constructed, the computer was invented and there has been a subsequent increase
in the complexity of the engineered systems in society [14]. As the world becomes more connected and more technology is introduced in more parts of society and throughout the world, this
complexity will continue to grow. Increased concerns of societal and environmental well-being,
increasing consumption, and urban congestion, compounded by the aging infrastructure, have led
to an increase in research into different sources of energy, methods of production, and modes
of transportation. In the energy sector, concern for the environmental impact of global energy
consumption has led to increased investment in renewable sources of energy, as well as nuclear
energy [15]. Growing demand for certain products, such as electric vehicles, has led some companies to explore creating a few giga-factories or many micro-factories [16, 17]. Transportation
advances such as commercial and interplanetary space travel, supersonic flight, and autonomous
vehicles are also being researched and developed [18–20].
The economic impacts of such monumental and wide-reaching advances as the aforementioned examples are often the first impacts explored to determine the financial feasibility of the
6

endeavor. Increasingly, environmental impacts are also explored through development processes
such as life-cycle analyses that focus on the impact of the production and retirement of a product [7]. As is increasingly common for environmental concerns, there is a growing interest in
products that have a positive social impact. Social impact evaluations attempt to assess the effect
of programs, policies, and, increasingly, products on society [21]. Research into company practices show that taking social impact into account during the engineering design process is intended
but is not common practice [22]. Other research has explored the use of predicted social impacts
as guiding metrics in the design process of engineered products, especially products intended for
the developing world [3, 23].
For many products, lifespans may be relatively short, and the impact may not extend far
outside the direct product-user relationship. As the lifespan of the product increases, as the product
gets larger and more complex, and as the number of users per product increases, a complex sociotechnical system develops. It then becomes more important to understand the impacts this system
may have. Some examples of such systems are those described at the start of this section, and
others include smartphone-enabled internet networks, electric aircraft, or high-speed trains.
Each of these system innovations brings higher cost and higher complexity. The increased
cost and complexity increase the need for the system designer to understand what the potential
impacts of the system may be and attempt to optimize the system parameters to maximize the
positive impacts and minimize the negative impacts.

2.2

Airships
One such complex, socio-technical system is the airship. Modern airships provide an in-

teresting case study for the importance of impact analysis and for how modeling a system can
help predict the impact a system will have once it is introduced. Airships have seen a resurgence
in research over the past two decades. Improvements in aerospace engineering and concerns for
economic and environmental impact have led to this renewed interest. Notwithstanding, airships
are still only seen hovering over major U.S. sporting events or floating tourists over the German
countryside. Companies such as Lockheed Martin and Hybrid Air Vehicles (HAV) have flown
cargo-carrying prototypes, but no industries have yet seemed to take advantage of this new method
for heavy cargo transport [24,25]. The niche of airships seems to be mostly unknown and there ap7

Figure 2.1: The anticipated niche of airships shown on logarithmic axes with the costs and speed
of ocean and air freight [2].

pears to be some unseen barriers to adoption. Before airships are reintroduced, their design space
must be explored and the system modeled to determine what impacts they may have and where
they could have the best impact.
Although airships have been flying since the early twentieth century, rapid advances in airplane technology combined with high-profile incidents such as the Hindenburg crash relegated the
airship to tourist flights and airborne billboards. Advancements in material science and aerospace
engineering combined with needs for more environmentally friendly transportation methods have
led to the prototypes from Lockheed and HAV, as well as research proposing stratospheric airships,
humanitarian airships, and cargo airships for use in the Arctic [26–30].
Airships have the potential to fill a niche currently under-served by other aircraft or sea
vessels (see Figure 2.1). Airplanes are fast and flexible, but inefficient and expensive. Ships are
efficient and cheap, but slow and inflexible. Airships are flexible, efficient and between the two
other methods in terms of speed. Airships are not as constrained by infrastructure like runways or
ports. This, combined with their efficiency, give lighter-than-air vehicles the potential for a lighter
environmental footprint.
Airships are large and complex, with many interactions between producers, consumers, and
the service environment in which they operate. High development cost has been one of the factors
lessening the development pace since the early 2000s [31]. Given such a high initial investment and
8

the wide reach large aircraft generally have, engineers should understand the impact airships could
have. Designs should then be adjusted to have optimal impact—and optimal initial impression
as many people may have a stigma about airships resulting from the infamy of the Hindenburg
disaster. Through the use of decision support systems, modeling, and simulation, it may be possible
to explore the design space, determine the best use cases, predict the impacts of airships in those
use cases, and, as a result, facilitate a positive introduction.
Many aspects of the airship system are applicable to other systems making it an appropriate
candidate for this research. The logistics and transportation aspects of the airship relate directly to
high-speed trains or supersonic airliners, but can also be applicable to shared autonomous vehicle
networks and autonomous freight transportation. The high upfront cost and payload sensitivity of
the airship could allow this research to be applied to rocket development for commercial spaceflight. The regular maintenance and safety requirements again make this research relevant to other
vehicles, as well as factories or plants. The airship case study provides an applicable example to
many other complex, socio-technical systems and as a result, the modeling and analyses will be
applicable to other multi-user products that exist within wide-reaching, complex networks.

2.3

Computer-Aided Engineering
Many computer-aided engineering (CAE) tools exist to facilitate more rigorous or auto-

mated engineering design. One category of this domain is that inhabited by decision support
systems (DSS). DSS are software tools that enable computers to aid in various types of decisionmaking processes. Operations research, government policy, military acquisitions are some of the
common applications of DSS [32]. DSS have also been used to enable a more synergistic design
process between humans and computers by using the analytical strengths of both entities. Human
knowledge and expertise is combined with the databases and computational power of the computer [33]. Through the use of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) the human is able to manually
explore specific portions of the design space of a product, look for patterns in data visualizations,
or manipulate parameters of a simulation before handing-off to the computer. The computer is able
to perform the computation and automate the exploration of a wider portion of the design space and
perform the exploration more thoroughly. The visual aspect of DSS applications not only enables
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improved collaboration between human and computer, but also between humans collaborating on
the same design team from various roles or levels [34].
DSS have been used by researchers to study the benefits of visual analytics and to support
C-5 aircraft modernization programs of Lockheed Martin [35]. DSS have also been used in operational planning for research into airship introduction in northern Canada [36]. Using a decision
support framework in this research will enable flexible system design and create an environment
in which designers and decision makers can more effectively collaborate [37]. In designing an airship at a high-level, there are a number of important design decisions, such as the payload, speed,
and maximum altitude, that dictate the performance of the airship. Airship performance is also a
function of how and where the airship is used.
To further understand the airship system this research employs another category of CAE:
modeling and simulation. One popular approach, discrete-event simulation (DES), aims to model
the system as a collection of entities, resources, and processes. Entities may consist of agents or
locales that interact with each other or with resources through various processes. These interactions, or discrete-events, are the foundation of this type of simulation. Tracking these interactions
between the entities and resources of the system enable the extraction of the trends and emergent properties of complex systems that may be difficult to predict through other means. With
the flexibility to be stochastic, DES enables the inclusion of randomness to better mirror the real
world. Widely used in operations research, DES has been applied to modeling material flow within
manufacturing facilities, takeoff and landing schedules of airports, freight transportation networks,
among many other situations and applications [10–13, 38, 39].
Further detail about these topics is provided in the respective introduction and background
sections of the next two chapters.
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CHAPTER 3.

3.1

MULTI-STAKEHOLDER AIRSHIP DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

Preface
This chapter has been adapted from an article submitted to a peer-reviewed journal. It

also contains two additional case studies in Section 3.4 that were left out of the journal paper due
to length concerns. This chapter addresses the first and second research objectives described in
Chapter 1.

3.2

Introduction
Airship studies, government funded projects, and prototypes from aviation startups and

industry giants have increased over the past two decades [2]. Companies, governments, and other
organizations will soon have the choice to add airships to their transportation fleets. Part of the
reason for this shift is the flexibility and efficiency that airships can bring to freight transportation.
Less reliant on infrastructure such as runways or ports, airships can go where other modes of
transportation cannot. Using less fuel than conventional aircraft and moving faster than sea liners,
airships fill a niche for an environmentally friendly transportation method for large, bulky items
and items that need to get somewhere quickly but not urgently. With many supply chain issues
resulting from the global COVID-19 pandemic and ships getting stuck in major canals, congestion
in many ports and canals has increased. In the future, airships could help alleviate some stress on
ports by loading goods straight from the ships and taking it to the inland destination. A decrease
in reliance on canals may also result as the circuitous routes travelled by ships may be replaced by
direct routes flown by airships. These potential benefits all come from technology that has existed
for over a century and accumulated millions of miles.
A number of different applications have been proposed in which the airship may soon
appear. Humanitarian organizations may need airships for mobile health care centers [29, 40].
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Governments may need an airship to provide disaster relief [27]. An airship may provide an more
environmentally friendly way to monitor the Amazon rainforest [41] or to transport people or
freight in the Netherlands [42]. The necessary payload, operational location, and urgency of these
scenarios all vary greatly and so do the airship designs and associated costs.
Such a major investment requires an understanding of what the airship is capable of and
how adjusting high-level design parameters affects the type of mission an airship can complete.
A government official may be interested in the basics of how an airship functions compared to
conventional aircraft. Researchers may be interested in the span of missions a given airship may
be able to complete. The head of a humanitarian organization may be interested in a transportation
mode that can more effectively reach remote areas. An Air Force officer may be interested in
whether an airship can complete a mission currently fulfilled by a C-5 cargo aircraft. Many of
these stakeholders may require an introduction to how an airship works and how their design
parameters require trade-offs. Others may wish to simulate a mission scenario with millions of
airship designs to determine which designs best meet the desired criteria. All of these decision
makers would be concerned with finding the airship design capable of meeting their requirements
at the lowest cost. Preliminary, parametric concept design studies can provide important insight to
this decision making process [43].
This stage in the process for acquiring such systems for the United States Department of
Defense is known as analysis of alternatives and it involves many stakeholders and is a multicriteria decision process [44]. When designing a system, the United States military requires the
definition of current use cases, as well as defining future roles for the product [45]. Decision
support systems (DSS) can be used to aid in this process [46] by synergistically integrating user
knowledge with applicable databases and computer resources [33]. A DSS developed with these
needs in mind, Design Exploration for Lighter-Than-Air Systems (DELTAS), allows stakeholders
of various organizational levels and perspectives, and with varying levels of airship familiarity, to
explore the airship design space for a specified mission, and plan missions around specific designs.
Similar tools exist such as the DSS developed by Soban, et. al. to support the C-5 modernization program and demonstrate the benefits of visual analytics [35]. Hochstetler, et. al. describe a
computer-based operational management system to aid in operational planning for the introduction
of transport airships in northern Canada [36].
12

This paper describes the various features of the DELTAS DSS and how each feature can
be used to aid in the system design process as well as the equations used within DELTAS in
Section 3.3. Three case studies are provided in Section 3.4 that demonstrate how the DSS can
be used to find sets of optimal airship designs for different mission scenarios. These case studies
illustrate how airships and their performance can vary greatly depending on the mission and how
airships perform relative to conventional cargo aircraft. Airships from these case studies are also
analyzed together to determine optimal designs in the case that one airship type was needed to
complete each of the three missions. In Section 3.5 we discuss further work and possibilities for
the DSS.
In this paper, we show how the DSS can be used, why it is useful in the design process, and
how airships can compete with conventional aircraft and rotorcraft. We show how DELTAS helps
to facilitate the process of design space exploration to a degree of detail required by the individual
stakeholder.

3.3

Formulation and Methodology
DELTAS was developed using JMP version 15 and works on Mac and Windows PCs that

have JMP installed. The DELTAS DSS consists of six tabbed pages, each allowing for a different
type and level of analysis. The tabs are: Basic Design (Basic), Cargo Mission (Cargo), Wind,
Terrain, Design Space Exploration (DSE), and International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) (see the
top left of Figure 3.1).
All tabs within DELTAS are based on the same airship model to determine the size and
shape of an airship, as well as fuel models to determine the required horsepower and fuel consumption of the airship during a mission [43]. Throughout DELTAS, the lifting gas is defaulted
to helium as it is the lifting gas used by the majority of airships, but hydrogen is available as an
option for comparison.
As airship payload increases, so does the size of the airship. For every pound of airship,
there needs to be approximately 16 cubic feet of helium to be neutrally buoyant. The volume of
the airship is based on the desired payload p in pounds, payload fraction f p , and the lift per cubic
feet of the lifting gas lg at the maximum altitude. Payload fraction is defined as the fraction of the
airship’s total takeoff weight allocated to payload. Volume V is then simply calculated as:
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Figure 3.1: The Basic tab allows users to explore the basics of airship design. When a parameter
is changed, output variables and plots update accordingly. The default 90-ton airship information
remains for reference as grey lines denoted with 90T on the four plots. The plots provide airship
performance information and comparisons between other conventional airborne cargo transportation methods. Airship designs can be stored for later reference. Note, the parameter SFC is an
abbreviation of specific fuel consumption.

V=

p
f p lg

(3.1)

Volume can then be used to obtain the length and major diameter of the airship, which
in DELTAS is a composition of a semi-ellipsoid nose, cylindrical body, and paraboloid tail (see
Figure 3.1) revolved around the long axis [43]. The length to diameter ratio of the airship is defined
by the fineness ratio fr . The fraction of the airship length that is cylindrical is the cylinder fraction
fc , which ranges from zero to one. Equations for these shapes are combined and arranged to
determine the length of the airship from the airship volume and is defined by:
1



L

(4 fr2V )
√ 
=
1−√fc 10+8 2
π( fc + 1+
15 )
2
14

3

(3.2)

and the diameter by:
D=

L
fr

(3.3)

Airship payload and speed are two of the most significant high-level parameters in its performance, especially in the required propulsion power and fuel consumption. Power P in horsepower is defined by:
2

ρv3V 3 CD
P=
2η

(3.4)

where CD is a user-defined drag coefficient, ρ is the air density in pounds per cubic feet at the
cruise altitude, v is the cruise velocity in feet per second, V is the airship volume in cubic feet, and
η is the user-defined propeller efficiency. It is assumed that the airship is at a constant velocity
during the cruise portion of the flight and that the thrust is equal to the drag during this phase.
Although mostly for simplicity, this assumption is partially supported by airships’ inherent fuel
efficiency and need for little power devoted to lift during take-off [43].
Fuel consumption Fc in pounds is defined by:

Fc =

xs f c P
vck + vwk

(3.5)

where x is the flight distance in nautical miles, s f c is a user-defined specific fuel consumption (SFC)
in pounds per horsepower per hour, vck is the cruise speed in knots, and vwk is the windspeed
in knots and headwinds are a negative value. Windspeed is assumed to be an average 10 knot
headwind throughout DELTAS, except for on the Wind tab, discussed later.
Conversely, by assuming the whole payload p is devoted to fuel, we can solve Equation 3.5
for distance to get maximum airship range R:
R=

p
s f c (vck + vwk )P

(3.6)

These models form the backbone of DELTAS. As shown in Figure 3.2, each tab of the
DSS uses a combination of these models, user inputs, and data tables to display various design
and performance data and figures. User input on the Cargo tab affects the Wind, Terrain, and DSE
tabs, but the user interactions on the Wind and Terrain tabs do not update any information of the
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Figure 3.2: Shown is the flow of information within DELTAS. User input (circle) and databases
(cylinder) are received by each tab (rectangle). The tabs output data that are used within DELTAS
(hexagon) and/or stored in external databases (cylinder). These data are displayed (rhombus) in
various formats. Airship- and mission-related data flow from the Cargo tab to the Wind, Terrain,
and DSE tabs, but only the DSE tab can send data to and control the Cargo tab.

Cargo tab. Changes on the DSE tab automatically update the Cargo tab. Uses of and connections
between tabs will be discussed in more detail in the subsequent subsections in the order in which a
stakeholder would potentially progress through the tabs of the DSS and through the design process.

3.3.1

Basic
When opened, DELTAS shows the Basic tab which can be used for high-level airship sizing

and performance exploration (Figure 3.1). This tab is meant for any stakeholder and allows them
to develop intuition for the relationships between airship design parameters.
The Basic tab consists of 12 input variables, seven output variables described above, and
four figures. By varying the inputs using either the slider bars or text edit boxes, the user can
see how the change of any of the variables affects the size, shape, and performance of the airship
(shown in blue); and how it compares to a default 90-ton airship (shown in grey) and conventional
cargo aircraft (see Width vs Length in Figure 3.1). The user is able to select predefined airship
configurations from the menu or save their own for future reference using the text edit box at the
top of the Parameters section. Designs can be removed from the database by the user when they are
no longer of interest by using the Edit List button. The default 90-ton airship provides a design for
comparison that is in the middle of the variable range for each of the high-level design parameters.
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By changing the input parameters on this tab, the user is shown in real time how the changes
impact the power and speed requirements, fuel consumption, and relationship between useful cargo
and range (see Power vs Speed, Fuel per ton-nm, and Cargo vs Range graphs in Figure 3.1). The
graph showing fuel consumption per ton cargo carried and nautical mile traveled not only includes
a curve for the default 90 ton airship, but for the C-130, C-17, and C-5 aircraft and the UH-60 and
CH-47 rotorcraft, as well.
The main assumption on this tab is that the airship only consumes fuel while maintaining
a constant cruise speed. Ascents, descents, idling, etc. are ignored and assumed to average out
in the constant cruise. The user can, however, increase the specific fuel consumption to better
approximate fuel use that is more reasonable for their application.
While using this portion of the DSS, the stakeholder will discover a number of trends.
The main trends that may not be obvious relate to changes in payload, maximum altitude, cruise
altitude, and speed and their affect on size and efficiency of the airship. An increase in payload
results in an increase in size and positive shifts in power and range. An increase in maximum
altitude causes an increase in size and a positive shift in required power and decrease in range. An
increase in relative cruise altitude does not affect size but it does cause a positive shift in range and
decrease in required power. By increasing speed, the power curve does not shift, but the indicator
(red, circular marker on Power vs Speed graph in Figure 3.1) moves to show the power required
for the updated speed. The speed increase does result in a decrease in the range. A combination
of these changes is shown in Figure 3.1, where payload has been reduced from 90 tons, speed
decreased from 60 knots, and the maximum and cruise altitudes increased from 10000 feet and
5000 feet, respectively. These changes result in a design that, when compared to the default 90-ton
airship, is smaller, has much better range, and requires less powerful engines.
Using the Basic tab not only helps users to increase their understanding of airship fundamentals but enables the stakeholders to revisit the tab later to visually communicate airship
designs, performance trends, strengths, and weaknesses. This can aid stakeholders in developing
and explaining system requirements related to airship design and performance.
After exploring airship designs and rudimentarily comparing the performance of these designs on the Basic tab, the user can then explore the airship feasibility and performance in the
context of a user-defined mission on the Cargo tab.
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3.3.2

Cargo
The Cargo tab provides the stakeholders an opportunity to design an airship in the context

of the mission, or to design a mission for a particular airship design, and gauge the feasibility
of the airship-mission combination. Similar to the Basic tab, there are various input parameters to
define the airship. The focus of this tab, however, is the mission scenario, so there are fewer airship
design parameters. Pure helium lifting gas is the default for this tab, but this could be changed on
the back-end if desired. Here, the user can examine how an airship performs when given a specific
mission, providing resulting distances, times, fuel consumption, and cargo carried. Each of these
values is shown at a leg, trip, and mission level. The tab also features a comparison chart to show
how the airship configuration compares with conventional cargo aircraft, the UH-60 and CH-47
rotorcraft and the C-130, C-17, and C-5 aircraft. As stakeholders may already have one of these
conventional vehicles in their fleet, these vehicles potentially provide a familiar baseline against
which the airship can be measured.
The user has the option to select a new or predefined mission which loads airship and
mission parameters such as coordinates, the amount of cargo, and one of three trip types: 1) oneway, 2) reverse-course return, or 3) empty, direct return. A one-way route may be useful if the
airship is able to carry the full mission cargo amount in one trip. An example of this may be if the
airship fleet is flying between two hubs with hangar space for the fleet. This option may not make
sense to use if the number of trips is greater than the expected airship fleet size as this trip type
assumes that for each trip, an airship is flown and left at the destination for a nontrivial amount of
time. The empty, direct return type assumes that the airship flies from the final stop directly to the
start with the full airship payload available for fuel storage. This type may be useful if the mission
requires the airship take cargo from point A to point B but no cargo from point B needs to be
transported to point A. The reverse-course return option mirrors the flight from the last waypoint
to the first. This type may be useful if a mission travels from point A to point B to point C and
cargo from both points A and C is required at point B and the airship must return to point A upon
completion.
Alternatively, the mission parameters—mission cargo and route—can be customized. To
define the route, the user can select waypoints directly on the map, use the text edit boxes and the
associated add and subtract buttons, or a combination of these methods. Up to seven waypoints
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Figure 3.3: The Cargo tab allows the user to determine how an airship design will perform in a
specified scenario and how it compares to cargo aircraft and rotorcraft. The route shown is for the
Heavy-Lift mission discussed later in Section 3.4.

can be included in the route with the option of whether or not the airship can refuel at that location.
The airship configuration and mission can then be saved for future reference and can be removed
from the database when no longer required, as on the Basic Tab.
When making any changes to the airship design or mission scenario, updates are made in
real time so the user is always looking at up-to-date output values. This tab assumes that the airship
can always refuel at the first starting coordinates and that the airship maintains max payload either
with fuel, cargo, or ballast. The flight time values shown only include time in the air, calculated
simply using the route distance and the cruise speed, and do not include refuel, load, or unload
times.
An example of how the user might use this tab is shown in Figure 3.3. In the first step,
the user selects “New Mission” from the drop-down menu in the Parameters section. This menu
also contains saved missions such as the Heavy-Lift mission discussed later in Section 3.4. Then,
the mission and airship parameters are adjusted to suit the anticipated mission needs and desired
airship characteristics. They can then see how volume, propulsion power, fuel consumption, and
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Figure 3.4: At each stop, there is the option to refuel. In this example, the lack of fuel at the stops
results in a cumulative longest leg distance greater than the airship’s range. When this occurs, the
airship cannot complete the mission and the data table font turns red.

range each update. There may be some more adjustments of inputs to achieve initial output values
within a desired range.
Next, the user moves to the Route section and selects waypoints on the map, able to zoom
into a certain region if needed. If the selected coordinates are not precise enough, the user can
edit waypoints in the text edit boxes in the Route Data section. It is possible that the airship configuration cannot complete the defined mission, in which case the output tables turn red, negative
cargo values result from high fuel consumption, and no values are displayed for the number of trips
needed or for the single trip and mission totals (see Figure 3.4).
If the desired level of performance was not achieved, either because the mission was not
completed or because fuel consumption or flight times were too high, the user can return to the
Parameters section of the tab and edit the parameters to see how changes affect the mission results.
As shown in Figure 3.5, a decrease in speed from the value shown in Figure 3.3 results in a significant decrease in fuel consumption. For some scenarios a significant drop in fuel consumption can
result in greater cargo carried per trip and thus fewer trips. Although the airship is flying slower,
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Figure 3.5: A decrease in speed from 60 knots to 40 results in the fuel consumption getting cut to
30 percent, partially due to the five fewer trips needed to complete the mission. Although each leg
takes longer to fly, overall the mission is completed faster.

the time to complete the mission decreases. On the surface, the trade is that flying slower results
in more time to complete the mission, but can carry more cargo. However, when the mission variables are introduced into the design, the trade is no longer this simple. Though the flight time may
increase from flying slower, the time to complete the mission decreases but the airship is able to
carry more cargo and complete the mission sooner than an airship traveling faster with less cargo.
The use of the DSS enable this and other trades to be found and understood that may not have been
found designing the airship alone and not as part of a holistic system.
In the lower portion of the tab, the Comparison section shows how the airship performs
relative to the other cargo aircraft and rotorcraft. The parameters used to calculate mission results
for the other aircraft were obtained from the United States Air Force’s Air Mobility Planning
Factors [47] and from Boeing and Lockheed Martin specification sheets [48,49]. This section helps
illustrate which types of missions airships may be better suited to relative to the other transportation
methods included in the table. When each leg of the mission is short enough, the airship can be
compared to the pair of rotorcraft. The small maximum payload of the rotorcraft often results in
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many trips and significant fuel consumption. For most missions the range of the rotorcraft is too
low, and comparisons remain only between the airship and trio of cargo aircraft. The trade then
tends to be between the time savings of the aircraft or the fuel savings of the airship. But as with
the rotorcraft, the range of the airplane reaches its limits and the fuel-efficient airship, though not
winning any races, can complete the mission without stopping for a mid-leg refuel.
Traditional aircraft also require runways and other infrastructure that airships do not, which
increases the relative capability of airships compared to cargo aircraft. Further comparisons can be
made on the Terrain tab to illustrate the differences in airship and aircraft capability, which will be
discussed later in the Terrain subsection.
By using the Cargo tab, stakeholders can explore how a certain airship performs relative to
other conventional and lighter-than-air aircraft in a user-defined mission scenario. Stakeholders can
also explore various missions to find one that suits a desired airship design. These features enable
further discovery of airship strengths and refining of system requirements for the airship design.
The system design is not limited to the airship itself. Airship performance is not only dependent
on the relationship between design variables such as payload or speed. The fleet, mission, and the
environment in which an airship operates also define its utility. Requirements related to the holistic
system, such as fleet and mission scenario, can be developed with the help of the features on this
tab. Further exploration of the specified mission scenario is possible on the Wind and Terrain tabs.

3.3.3

Wind
The Wind tab provides stakeholders with the ability to assess airship performance in winds

it may see along the mission route (Figure 3.6). Since airships are sensitive to wind speed and
weather due to their low cruise altitudes and slow cruise speeds, wind speed should not be ignored
even early in the design process [43]. When the Wind tab is opened, the mission route from the
Cargo tab is overlaid on a world map. The map also displays a quiver plot of wind data, where the
magnitude of the arrows on the plot correspond to wind speed and the direction of the arrows to the
direction of the wind. The default data set is average wind speed during the summer season. Data
are also included for all four seasons, with some data for individual days, and are selected using
the menu at the top of the Parameters section. Data were obtained from [50] and have a resolution
of one degree latitude-longitude.
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Figure 3.6: The Wind tab provides the user an opportunity to explore how wind could impact the
airship through an entire mission. Wind data for each of the four seasons are included in the dropdown menu in the upper-left corner. Values of interest include the airships ground speed, head and
tail winds, and cross wind.

The arrows of the quiver plot have a size and transparency based on wind speed, with
orientation and color corresponding to the wind direction. The dual coding allows the user to more
easily identify wind conditions on the route when the map is at different zoom levels. When a
zoomed-out view is shown (Figure 3.6), the color and transparency can be used with aid from
the legend to determine the magnitude and direction of the wind vectors. When zoomed-in to the
route, the arrows are more visible and the length and orientation make it easier for the user to see
the wind behavior along the route (Figure 3.7). To further improve visibility of the wind speed
data, the user can adjust the transparency range by decreasing the speed threshold that blackens
all wind values above the set speed. This not only allows the user to see differences in the wind
speed on a route with lower speeds, but also shows areas of the world where the airship may need
to avoid flying.
Similar to the previous two tabs, the Wind tab has a Parameters section that includes two
user inputs. Various output values describing the wind, the route, and the effect of the wind on the
route, both at a mission level and at a specified point in the airship’s flight, are displayed in this
section as well. The airspeed of the airship is initially set to the value set on the Cargo tab but can
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Figure 3.7: Zooming in on the wind map allows the user better understand wind behavior along
the route by using both color and size of the wind arrows. Black arrows are above the user-selected
wind speed threshold.

be changed using a text edit box on the Wind tab so the user can explore the relationship between
the airship’s speed and wind speed.
The next group of values in the Parameters section show the airship’s location, elapsed
flight time, and the wind conditions at that location. The user can view any point on the flight path
by controlling a marker (a red-outlined, white circle) using the slider bar or the plus and minus
buttons above the map. The interaction between airspeed and wind speed at this location is also
illustrated in the figure at the bottom of the Parameters section which displays the vectors of these
two speeds and the vector of the resulting ground speed, also known as a wind triangle.
Above this graph is the last group of output values which show values for the whole trip.
The average ground speed, flight times (with and without wind), and the trip distance. As expected,
a ground speed lower than the user-selected airspeed of the airship results in a flight time greater
than the time initially seen on the Cargo tab and reiterated in the “Flight Time: No Wind” value.
The right side of the Wind tab shows a pair of graphs with the first showing the head or
tail wind observed throughout the flight, and the second showing the left and right cross winds
experienced by the airship. The same current location marker and same waypoint markers used on
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the wind map are included on these two charts so the user can better determine which legs of the
flight are most effected by wind.
On routes with significant tailwinds throughout the entire mission, performance may improve significantly and merit a reduction in cruise speed if the decreased flight time is unneeded.
Users can then return to the Cargo tab to reduce the cruise speed to decide if the decrease in fuel
consumption or decrease in flight time is more desirable. If the headwinds or crosswinds are too
extreme for the airship design (black arrows in Figure 3.7), the cruise speed can be adjusted to
determine an air speed that overcomes the effects of the wind. The user can return to the Cargo tab
to set the cruise speed to the new value to assess the feasibility of this speed. If the new speed is not
feasible or if performance is sub-optimal, the user may also adjust the flight path on the Cargo tab
to avoid the high-wind areas and return to analysis on the Wind tab. The Terrain tab will then need
to be visited or re-visited to determine if the new flight path crosses any areas of high elevation.
The Wind tab enhances the system design process by providing further vital detail pertaining to the operational environment where the airship is operating. By including this in the design
process, stakeholders are able to broaden their understanding of wind effects on airship performance and their perspective on how routes and mission planning, which may have been outside a
stakeholder’s area of expertise. The significance of wind’s impact requires consideration earlier in
the design process than it may for other transportation methods. A broad view and understanding
of the many influences on system performance are important in any system design process.

3.3.4

Terrain
On the Terrain tab, the user can see elevation’s role in airship design and mission planning

(see Figure 3.8). This tab uses two variables that were defined on the Cargo tab: the route and
cruise altitude. The cruise altitude is used for the default elevation threshold on the map, with
green markers indicating coordinates with an elevation below the threshold and grey indicating
those above the threshold. Global Multi-resolution Terrain Elevation Data [51] from the United
States Geological Survey were used and elevation is shown for every degree latitude-longitude of
land. Similar to the Cargo and Wind tabs, the user can adjust the zoom of the map to fit their
preferences. The size of the elevation markers can also be adjusted to better see the map outlines
if desired.
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Figure 3.8: The Terrain tab shows the elevation at every degree latitude-longitude and the slider
at the top of the page sets the threshold that determine the marker color. Green is everything at or
below the threshold, grey is above. The default for this threshold is the cruise altitude set on the
Cargo tab. At the bottom of the page is shown the elevation at each degree of the flight path. The
elevation slider also controls the flight ceiling marked with the horizontal dotted line.

Below the map is an elevation profile for the route. The profile shows the elevation at
each point along the flight path with a horizontal, yellow dashed line showing the cruise altitude
and everything above that threshold greyed-out. Adjusting the elevation slider can aid the user in
determining a safe cruise altitude. The user can also return to the Cargo tab at this point to adjust
the route to avoid the high elevation areas.
By using the Terrain tab, the user is able to gain a better understanding of the airship’s
sensitivity to elevation and can design the airship and plan the mission accordingly. As mentioned
briefly in Section 3.3.2, a benefit of the airship is that it can land virtually anywhere it can fly to—up
to the maximum elevation. Unlike traditional aircraft, the airship does not need a runway to land.
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Figure 3.9: The ISA tab enables the user to gain a better understanding of the effects of altitude
and gas purity of the airship’s lifting gas.

For cargo planes such as the C-17 and C-5, the runway requirements for landing are 3500 and 6000
feet, respectively [47]. To help visualize the constraint this poses on possible missions, the user
can select runway types from the drop-down menu above the map to display many documented
runways and from that set, runways 5000 feet or greater or runways 10,000 feet or greater (see
Figure 3.8). By flying directly to the desired destination using an airship, trucking from the airport
to the desired destination can be avoided, saving time or expense.
Similar to the Wind tab, incorporating the environment details such as wind or elevation
along the mission route provides system designers increased awareness and understanding of these
factors’ impacts to airship performance and feasibility of the system design. As previously mentioned, the performance of an airship design is tied to how and where it is used.

3.3.5

International Standard Atmosphere
The ISA tab is used for quick calculation of atmospheric and lifting gas properties from

sea level to 60,000 feet (Figure 3.9). It contains information about international standard atmospheric properties as well as properties pertaining to hydrogen and helium at various altitudes and
temperatures. Stakeholders can, by inputting a desired altitude and lifting gas purity, view a table
of properties of the gases under the user-defined conditions. These properties are important for
determining a buoyancy-lift profile, and subsequently, the payload an airship can carry and the
maximum altitude that it can fly.
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The ISA tab plots and calculates the property values using a curve fit equation for temperature and pressure developed by Drela [52]. Equations 3.7 and 3.8 approximate atmospheric
properties of temperature Ta and pressure Pa , respectively, at desired altitudes. It is important to
note that for these equations, the altitude h must be in miles and that the temperatures Ta and Ts
and pressures Pa and Ps are in Fahrenheit and Psi, respectively. Where Ts is the temperature at sea
level and Ps is the pressure at sea level.
i
h
3
Ta = Ts − 128.07 + 3.6 ln 1 + e(35.75−5.23h) + e(−3+0.00125h )


−0.19h−

Pa = e

0.00388h2
1−0.0289h+0.00285h2

(3.7)



(3.8)

Ps

The atmospheric density is calculated using the ideal gas equation of state [53]. The densities of helium and hydrogen are calculated to help determine buoyant lift at the relative altitude
and are calculated using Dalton’s and Amagat’s law of mixtures [53]. The use of this law is based
on the approximation that gas will permeate through the lifting gas envelope causing a mixture of
lifting gas and air. This will mean that the lifting gas can become impure, decreasing the buoyancy
force. The percentage of that lifting gas mixture is based on the mole fractions of each gas component. The gas components for the lifting gas mixture would include Hydrogen and Air mixture or
Helium and Air mixture. Making the approximations that the lifting gas is in thermal equilibrium
and equal pressure with the surrounding atmosphere, the equations to determine density are:
k

Mm = ∑ yi Mi

(3.9)

i=1

Ru
Mm

(3.10)

Pm
Tm Rm

(3.11)

Rm =

ρm =

Where Mm is the molar mass of the mixture, k is the index of a gas component of a mixture,
yi is the mole fraction, Mi is molar mass of the individual gasses, Ru is the universal gas constant,
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Rm is the gas constant of the mixture, Pm is the pressure of the mixture, Tm is the temperature of
the mixture, and ρm is density of the mixture.
The use of this tab provides stakeholders an opportunity to explore the differentiating factor
between airships and conventional aircraft, buoyant lift, and how the purity of the lifting gas and the
cruise altitude can have a significant impact on that lift. This first-principles intuition is important
in any design process and allows the system designer to incorporate the elements that need to be
considered early in design.

3.3.6

Design Space Exploration
The Design Space Exploration (DSE) tab automates user inputs on the Cargo tab for a

given mission by creating a design of experiments (DOE) for a set of airship design parameters and
allows the user to explore the entire design space. The DSE tab provides the user five parameters—
airship payload, maximum altitude, cruise altitude, speed, and fleet size—that can be set to specific
values or ranges. Instead of manually adjusting values and looking for patterns or trends, thousands
of combinations of these input parameters are simulated to determine the relationships between
various output values such as size, fuel consumption, and costs (Figure 3.10). These outputs are
displayed opposite the input variables as a scatter plot matrix (Figure 3.11) and a data table upon
completion of the simulation. A simulation with one million experiments can be completed over
night.
The DOE is initialized using the slider bar or text edit box with the user entering the desired
number of runs. A Latin Hypercube method is used by default to generate the designs unless
the requested number of runs exceeds 40,000 above which the DSS implements a Monte Carlo
simulation, using random uniform distributions, to adequately sample the full design space. It is
important to note that all combinations of variables do not result in airships capable of completing
the mission. The most common scenario leading to infeasible designs is that the airship design has
a high cruise speed that requires the entire payload, or more, to be devoted to fuel. As a result it
cannot carry any cargo and thus cannot complete the mission. Because of these infeasible designs,
the user is advised to complete more runs than needed to get the desired sample size for analysis.
The DSE tab is intended for stakeholders who require a deeper, more comprehensive understanding of the airship design space for a given mission and those with more statistics and
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Figure 3.10: The DSE tab expands the users ability to explore the airship design space. Five
airship and mission design parameters are set to desired ranges. The slider bar or edit box are used
to determine the number of designs created in the Design of Experiments. A data table is returned
upon completion of the simulation.

modeling experience. Additional focus will be given to this tab in Section 3.4 section with three
case studies detailing how this tab can be used.
The equations defining the airship design and performance are the same as throughout
the rest of DELTAS, but there are a number of cost-related outputs exclusive to the DSE tab.
High-level airship acquisition and operational cost functions were created guided by airship design
textbooks by Hunt [31] and Khoury [43] and calibrated against specifications and reported cost
data of the HAV Airlander 10 and Lockheed’s LMH-1, as well as costs for the C-17 and C-130
aircraft [24, 25, 47, 54, 55]. Detailed cost data are often difficult to find and with only a handful of
cargo airships built in the past couple decades no cost methodologies were publicly available at the
time of writing.
The airship cost equation consists of four parts: airship structure, power plant, envelope,
and helium fill. The cost to fill the airship with helium (Equation 3.12) is simply the volume of
lifting gas multiplied by the market rate for helium which, according to a report for the Bureau of
Land Management, is $200 USD per thousand cubic feet [56].

CHe = V pHe
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(3.12)

Figure 3.11: An example of the matrix of scatter plots returned after the completion of the DOE
on the DSE tab. Shown are the main inputs (X-Axis) and main outputs (Y-Axis). Data points are
colored by the airship payload from least (violet) to greatest (crimson). This data comes from a
simulation of the Heavy-Lift mission discussed in Section 3.4 section.
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The airship structure cost:
Cs = ss f wa pAl

(3.13)

is the product of the airship’s empty weight wa (not including the engines and envelope), the market
price of aluminum [57] pAl , and a scaling factor ss f to account for other costs.
The power plant cost:



Preq
Cp =
ke s p f
Pe

(3.14)

is the product of a scaling factor s p f , the cost per engine ke , and the number of engines, or the
power required Preq divided by the engine power Pe rounded up to the nearest integer. The cost of
the power plant is based off the horsepower needed and the number of engines required to provide
that power. The costs per engine are based off the horsepower and reported cost of the RED A03
engine used by the HAV Airlander 10 [58, 59].
The cost of an airship’s envelope is composed of the surface area of the airship, the cost per
foot squared of the envelope material. The envelope cost tends to be 10 to 20 percent of the total
airship cost [43] and for simplicity, this is how the envelope cost is calculated in this cost model.
The 10 to 20 percent range is determined based on airship payload in tons. Payload is mapped to
the 10 to 20 percent range using the equation of a best fit line from a set of payload and surface area
data generated using DELTAS. The equation from the regression is shifted and scaled to match the
0.1 to 0.2 range of the envelope cost fraction. Airships with a payload of 10 tons or below have a
fraction of 0.2 and those with a 400 ton payload or greater, 0.1. The equation is:
1/3

fe = 0.002 ∗ (pt

1/3

− 5.5)2 + 0.019 ∗ pt

+ 0.247

(3.15)

where, fe is the envelope cost fraction and pt is the airship payload in tons. The envelope cost is
then defined as:
Ce =

fe
(CHe +Cs +C p )
1 − fe

(3.16)

The total airship cost is then the sum of the four costs described above:
Ca = CHe +Cs +C p +Ce
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(3.17)

Airship cost alone is not an adequate metric for comparisons between airship designs since the
dominant trends are the bigger the airship or the faster the cruise speed, the more expensive the
airship. More interesting is the cost to complete a mission. Two mission costs are calculated during
the simulation for comparison. One, a manned-mission cost and the other, an unmanned-mission
cost, the latter removing the costs associated with the crew, such as salary, benefits, and needed
rest time. The mission cost with crew (Mc ) is:
Mc = MHe + M f + Mt + Maa + Mgh

(3.18)

and mission cost without crew (Mnc ) is:
Mnc = MHe + M f + Maa + Mgh

(3.19)

where the mission cost is the summation of the helium refill cost MHe , fuel cost M f , amortization
of the airship fleet acquisition cost Maa , the ground handling costs Mgh , and, for the crewed airship,
crew time cost Mt . The fuel cost is the fuel used during the mission, Equation 3.5, multiplied by
the price of fuel.
The time it takes to complete the mission is important for both the helium refill, crew time,
and the airship acquisition costs. Different from the flight time included on the Cargo tab, the time
to complete the mission includes the total flight time tc as well as the time to refuel t f , the time to
unload tu , and if there are multiple trips needed to complete the mission, rest time for the crew tr .
Two equations are needed, Equation 3.20 for the case the airship is able to complete the mission in
one trip, and otherwise, Equation 3.21.
tm = tc + n f t f + tu

(3.20)

tm = tc + tr (nt − 1) + nt (n f t f + tu )

(3.21)

In the two equations above, n f is the number of fuel stops, or the number of waypoints in the
mission that had the refuel checkbox checked (see Figure 3.4). The number of trips needed to
complete the mission is nt .
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Due to the diffusion and effusion of helium through the envelope material, airships are
continually losing a small amount of helium, a rate of approximately 0.0037 cubic feet of helium
per square foot per atmosphere per day [43]. The helium refill cost is then:
MHe = tmd kHe lHe Ae

(3.22)

where tmd is the mission time in days, kHe is the cost per cubic feet of helium, lHe is the rate of
helium loss, and Ae is the surface area of the envelope. It is assumed that the helium loss does not
have an effect during the mission and that the ship is refilled at some point without affecting the
time it takes to complete the mission.
In estimating the crew time cost, an assumed crew of three people per airship is used,
similar to the C-17 [60], each with an assumed salary and benefits equivalent to $200,000 USD
per year, though these numbers would be easy to change if the user desired. The crew time cost
equation is the product of the number of crew nc , their hourly rate in USD rh , the mission time in
hours th , and the fleet size F:
Mt = nc rhth F

(3.23)

The ground handling cost is defined as:
Mgh = nt kgh F

(3.24)

where nt is again the number of trips, F is the fleet size, and kgh is the ground handling cost per
ton. This cost per ton is obtained from a linear fit of airport data for commercial aircraft ground
handling costs obtained from [61].
Next, the portion of the acquisition cost corresponding to the mission time is included,
assuming an amortization over ten years. This cost includes both the fleet acquisition cost CF , the
land acquisition cost Cl , and the mission time in years ty :
Maa = ty

CF +Cl
10
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(3.25)

The fleet acquisition cost CF is the airship cost Ca found using Equation 3.17 multiplied by the fleet
size F and a cost curve factor that is dependent on the fleet size. A cost curve of 85 percent was used
to determine the total discount due to factors such as learning and economies of scale [62–64]. The
land acquisition cost is important as airships take up significantly more space than conventional
aircraft, so having a bigger fleet requires a lot of space to store them. There are likely a number of
other costs associated with this such as hangar costs, but these and other requirements may or may
not be applicable, but land is always required. The cost function:
Cl = 1.25kl FLD

(3.26)

consists of a 25 percent buffer around the airship footprint, cost of land kland , the fleet size F,
and the airship footprint (L × D). The land price used was obtained from data from [65] and is an
average of commercial and industrial land prices in the United States.
The data table resulting from the implementation of the DOE also contains the percentages
of each component of the cost equations. The user then has the ability not only to compare mission
costs, but can see how fuel costs may dominate one airship design and how airship acquisition
cost may dominate the cost to operate another design. The stakeholders are provided a broader,
high-resolution set of data to assess system design performance. These data can provided support
to system requirements or illuminate which requirements need to be revisited.
In the next section we will provide examples on how a stakeholder may use DELTAS and
show how the data generated on the DSE tab can be explored and tied back to the other tabs in
DELTAS enabling deeper analysis.

3.4

Analysis
In this section we look at three missions, one heavy-lift, one short-distance, and one long-

distance. The heavy-lift mission will provide opportunities to explore various combinations of
airship and fleet sizes, as well as a chance to explore the tradeoffs between airships and cargo
aircraft. The short-distance mission will enable comparisons between airships, cargo rotorcraft,
and cargo aircraft. The long-distance mission will illustrate missions that cannot be completed by
other aircraft due to range constraints. For each, we will walk through how a user or set of users
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may progress through the DSS and various analyses. We will explore the airship design space and
the high-level trades between airship designs, mission scenarios, and differences from conventional
aircraft.
Beginning with the Basic tab, airship designs can be explored by adjusting the four input
variables that are also on the DSE tab: payload, maximum altitude, cruise altitude, and cruise
speed. Some trends may be seen, and the user can select a design they believe will be well suited
to the mission. Then on the Cargo tab, the planned mission can be selected and the airship design
from the previous tab can be configured on this tab. The user can assess how the airship performs.
Based on the results of this exploration, the user can go to the DSE tab, adjust parameter ranges
as desired, and generate millions of designs. Relationships and tradeoffs between variables can
then be determined via visual or statistical analysis, such as creating a matrix of scatter plots and
sweeping through variables or by fitting models to variables to get mathematical representations of
the relationships. After this analysis, ranges may need to be adjusted and the simulation repeated.
Once a desirable set of designs has been obtained, the user can then go to the Wind and Terrain
tabs to see if the maximum altitudes and cruise speeds of the optimal design set are sufficient for
the mission. This may influence which design is selected or the process may be repeated after
adjusting the mission or design parameter ranges.

3.4.1

Case Study 1 (Long-Haul Mission)
The long-haul mission is a flight that is too long for conventional cargo aircraft. It is similar

to the type of mission that a container ship may take, but more direct, faster, and with less cargo.
For this example, we will use a flight from San Diego, California in the United States to Perth,
Australia. This flight is 7989 nautical miles each way, which is beyond the capabilities of both the
C-5 and C-17 [35, 47]. A flight this long should benefit from an airship that is efficient, so it is
anticipated that the most efficient airship designs will perform best.
Exploring the parameters on the Basic tab, we observe the relationships between variables
such as how decreasing the airship’s cruise speed has a significant impact on range. For the default
90-ton airship design, decreasing speed from 60 to 40 knots doubles the maximum range. Then,
by increasing the airship payload, both the size and the required horsepower increases, but due to
the decreased speed the horsepower increase is small. A decrease in maximum altitude decreases
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Figure 3.12: The airship shown is more efficient, slightly smaller, and can carry a larger payload
due to decreases in speed and maximum altitude as well as a slight increase in payload.

the airship size and required horsepower. An increase in the relative cruise altitude to 100 percent of the maximum altitude further improves efficiency. The resulting airship design shown in
Figure 3.12 is about the same size but much more efficient than the default 90 ton airship.
Next, on the Cargo tab, the route and mission cargo are defined and some airship configurations, such as the one designed on the Basic tab, are tested to determine feasibility for use in this
mission scenario. For this example, we set the mission cargo to 100 tons, the route from San Diego
to Perth, the route type to an empty, direct return from Perth, and check the box that we can refuel
in Perth (Figure 3.13). Once the mission parameters are set on the Cargo tab, we can set up the
design of experiments on the DSE tab. We then set each parameter to the range we are interested
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Figure 3.13: The Long-Haul mission runs from San Diego, California to Perth, Australia and can
only be completed by the airship, of the craft listed.

in. Findings from the Basic and Cargo tab exploration may alter the ranges we initially planned to
use.
For this example, we looked at payloads from 10 to 400 tons, maximum altitudes between
2000 and 18,000 feet, cruise altitude fractions from 0.1 to 1, speeds of 30 to 100 knots, and fleet
sizes ranging from 1 to 20 airships (Figure 3.10). To get adequate fill-in of the design space while
accounting for infeasible designs, the DOE is set to 2 million runs.
To determine the optimal airship for this mission, we must define a notion of best. For
this scenario we wanted to minimize the total mission cost and time to complete the mission. The
airship will not be as fast as an airplane—if an airplane could complete this in one flight—so it
should be less expensive. The airship will not have an operational cost as low as a container ship
due to their high fuel efficiency, but it should be faster [66]. It should therefore find a mission cost
and mission time between those expected from the conventional freight transportation methods.
Since the airship is over the ocean for the majority of the flight, size was not a concern. Nor
was acquisition cost alone as container ships and C-5 aircraft cost hundreds of millions of dollars.
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The acquisition cost was not insignificant, however, as it is included in the total mission cost as a
fraction of the acquisition cost amortized over ten years.
The design set generated in this simulation is shown in Figure 3.14 and shows the main
input and output variables. There are a few general trends within the design space. Faster airships
can complete the mission faster for a given fleet size, but use more fuel. Airships with a higher
payload can complete the mission faster, but returns diminish once the airship can carry the entire
mission cargo. Fuel consumption increases linearly with fleet size. The relationship of speed and
mission cost is very nonlinear.
The design space spans almost the entire range of possible designs, with the exception of
smaller, faster airship designs which are infeasible for this mission. In order to reduce the design
set to more optimal designs, we remove the designs that must take more than one trip to achieve
the mission. It is generally faster to complete the mission in one trip and always cheaper for this
mission, although the cost per ton-hour may be more (Figure 3.15). The optimal airship fleet
then, is one large enough to carry the full mission cargo plus the necessary fuel to make the single
trip. This results in a set of pareto-optimal airship designs ranging from 144 tons and 37 knots
to 400 tons and 80 knots with an average time to complete and mission cost of 275 hours and
$3,541,960 USD, respectively, and a median time of 259 hours and median cost of $2,013,589
USD (Figures 3.16 and 3.17).
The optimal set of airship designs can be put into two groups, those that for a given speed
are able to carry the entire mission cargo and the necessary fuel, and those that require additional
airships in the fleet so each airship can carry less useful cargo and more fuel to achieve the desired
speed (see Figure 3.17). These designs also have maximum altitudes greater than 15,000 feet and
cruise altitudes nearly as high.
This trend may seem odd given maximum altitude does not seem to have a significant impact on anything other than airship size based on inspection of the data as shown in Figure 3.14,
yet when looking at a particular speed-payload combination the reason for the optimal designs’
relatively high maximum and cruise altitudes is evident (see Figure 3.18). Yet, when flying at a
lower altitude, the air is more dense and requires slightly more horsepower. A low cruise altitude
fraction means that the airship is flying at a lower altitude than it was designed for, so an unnec-
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Figure 3.14: This scatter plot matrix displays the results of the Long-Haul simulation. Data are
colored based on payload from least (violet) to greatest (crimson).
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Figure 3.15: For the Long-Haul mission, time- and cost-optimal configurations complete the mission in one trip. One-trip and two-trip configurations are highlighted and overlap in time and cost
only on sub-optimal single-trip designs.

Figure 3.16: Shown is the total cost of the mission versus the time to close the mission. Points are
colored by payload from least (violet) to greatest (red), with the Pareto-optimal points selected.
Only designs that can complete the mission in one trip are included.
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Figure 3.17: Shown are the feasible payload-speed and payload-fleet design spaces. Highlighted
are the Pareto-optimal designs. Data are colored by payload from least (violet) to greatest (crimson).

essary amount of volume is being propelled through the air, further increasing the inefficiencies.
This has a more significant effect the higher the maximum altitude.
The tradeoff ultimately comes down to whether to have a smaller, slower, cheaper airship,
or a larger, faster, more expensive airship, but there will only be one airship in the fleet and it will
fly above 15,000 feet. Two designs that balance the cost and time are a 387-ton, 69-knot airship
and a 182-ton, 47-knot airship. Comparing these two airships to a C-5, C-17, and a 117,000 ton
carrying container ship, the airships sit between the two in both time and cost (see Table 3.1). The
values for fuel and time are based on the same assumptions used in the airship calculations, data
from [47], and assumes a stop is possible directly in the middle of the route for the C-5 and C-17
aircraft. The values for the container ship assume a 17 knot cruise speed, a fuel consumption of
3.7 tons per hour, a cargo of 117,000 tons, and the same distance traveled as the airship, though
in reality the container ship cannot take the same direct path [66]. Using these values, the fuel
used to transport the 100 tons is assumed to be the fraction of payload this cargo occupies of the
total 117,000 ton vessel, which comes out to be about 2 tons of fuel. The airship is not a strong
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Figure 3.18: Shown are the relationships of altitude, power, and volume for the Long-Haul data
set, filtered for 350- to 360-ton and 41-knot airships. While, payload, speed, and fleet sizes are
the dominant parameters in airship design, maximum altitude and cruise altitude do affect the size,
required power, and efficiency of the airship. Data are colored by maximum altitude from least
(violet) to greatest (crimson).

competitor to either conventional method directly, but fills need for goods that can be transported
at a speed and cost between the two conventional modes of freight transport.

3.4.2

Case Study 2 (Short-Haul Mission)
The short-haul mission highlights the airship’s lack of reliance on much of the infrastruc-

ture needed by aircraft. Currently rotorcraft such as the CH-47 and UH-60 are used to transport
cargo in short-haul scenarios in which runways are lacking, but with mission radii such as the 200
nautical mile range of the CH-47 [48], applications can be limited. In this case study, a hypothetical hurricane has passed over the southern United States, leaving the state of Florida in need
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Table 3.1: Approximate fuel and time values for airship, cargo aircraft, and container ship for the
Long-Haul Mission. Time values are travel time only and don’t include unloading time, refuel
time, or otherwise. Note, the aircraft denoted with an asterisk cannot actually complete the
mission without a mid-way refuel stop.
Mode
Airship (387, 69)
Airship (182, 47)
C-5*
C-17*
Container Ship

Fuel
(tons)
509
142
838
820
2

Travel Time
(hr)
232
340
78
76
977

of disaster relief support. Beginning at Charleston Air Force base in South Carolina, each of the
four stops along the Florida coast is less than 200 nautical miles from the last, allowing for more
focused comparisons between cargo rotorcraft and airships. In this scenario, 100 tons of relief
supplies must be delivered among the four cities. This situation is not uncommon, especially given
the increase in natural disasters in recent decades. In 2005, Hurricane Rita’s destruction resulted
in the need for more than 90 tons of supplies to be airlifted over the course of 6 days and spread
across 27 flights to various cities along the Gulf Coast of the United States [67].
On the Basic tab, we explore airship designs we believe might be capable of completing
this mission. We first reduce the payload from 90 tons to 60 tons to decrease the size of the airship.
Reducing the maximum altitude to 2000 feet further reduces the size of the airship. Slowing the
cruise speed from 60 to 50 knots decreases the required power and increases the airship’s range.
These changes result in an airship with greater range and efficiency for its size than the default
90-ton airship but is not able to carry as much cargo (see Figure 3.19).
The mission cargo and route are then defined on the Cargo tab. The route type is set to a
reversed-course return in order for the airship to provide additional aid on the return to its home
base. The airship design parameters are set to the values used on the Basic tab and we see that the
design is able to accomplish the mission, but more than one trip is required. We also verify that the
mission can be completed by both rotorcraft (Figure 3.20). Given the short distances of each leg
of the mission and the cargo amount, it is evident that there will be a significant number of airship
designs that can successfully complete the mission with good performance. This requires the use
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Figure 3.19: The airship shown is smaller, more efficient, and has better range than the default
90-ton airship due to decreases in payload, speed, and altitude

of the DSE tab to find an optimal configuration within a design space that is expected to be quite
dense. Mission and design parameters are set to the same values as in the previous case study. The
number of runs is set to one million as the low fuel use should not result in any infeasible airship
designs, which should allow all of the runs to end up in the final data set, unlike the previous
example.
For this case study we are again interested in airships that complete the mission in minimal
time and cost. The urgency of the mission means that the weighting is no longer insignificant and
time becomes more important than the cost. The size and fuel usage of the airship is also of interest
because the infrastructure at each destination may be completely wiped out. The airship will then
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Figure 3.20: The Short-Haul mission runs from Charleston, South Carolina along the eastern coast
of Florida. All aircraft and rotorcraft can complete this short and light mission.

need to be efficient and be able to land in relatively smaller areas if needed. Using less fuel will
also allow for more cargo to be delivered per trip.
The simulation results in the data set shown in Figure 3.21 display the total cost and time
to complete the mission and highlights the Pareto-optimal designs. As expected, the design space
is dense and all design combinations were feasible (see Figure 3.22). For configurations requiring
more than one trip, there was a significant jump in both mission cost and time. This jump highlights the importance of the DOE and simulation as the design that seemed reasonable from initial
exploration on the Basic and Cargo tabs turned out to be non-optimal.
The significant jump in time means a second airship is both more cost- and time- effective
than taking a second trip for smaller airships. Figure 3.22 reflects this and shows that the optimal
airship fleet for this mission is a single airship that can carry between 102 and 115 tons and has a
cruise speed between 58 and 100 knots and cruise above 8000 feet.
The length of these airships range from 583 to 680 feet. If these sizes are too large, we
can then optimize for size as well as time and cost. Limiting the maximum and cruise altitudes
will also decrease the size of the airships and limit the need for potentially excessive climbing and
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Figure 3.21: Shown are the costs and times for the Short-Haul mission. Only designs that can
complete the mission in one or two trips are shown. There is a significant jump in time to complete
the mission from one to two trips, with no overlap with designs that can complete in one trip. These
designs are also slightly more costly to operate. Pareto-optimal designs are highlighted. Data are
colored by airship payload from least (violet) to greatest (crimson).

Figure 3.22: Shown are the relationships between payload and fleet size and payload and speed for
the Short-Haul mission. Pareto-optimal designs are highlighted. Data are colored by payload from
least (violet) to greatest (crimson).
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Figure 3.23: Shown again is the mission time and cost for the Short-Haul mission, including
only single-trip designs. Highlighted are the Pareto-optimal designs that minimize airship size in
addition to time and cost and that have maximum altitudes below 5000 feet. Data are colored by
payload from least (violet) to greatest (crimson).

descending given the short leg lengths of the mission. Figures 3.23 and 3.24 highlight the airship
designs that minimize time, cost, and airship length and that cannot fly above 5000 feet. The
Pareto-front has an apparent shift inward, due to slight decreases in efficiency from flying lower
and the introduction of multi-airship fleets with smaller payloads. The tradeoffs become whether
to have a more expensive fleet of small airships or a cheaper fleet of a single airship and, as before,
whether to have a faster, more expensive fleet or a slower, cheaper one. The ranges of optimal
airship lengths now begin at 263 feet, approaching the 247 foot length of a C-5 [68]), and fleet
sizes that range from 1 to 20.
Three airships that fall on this updated Pareto-frontier and balance cost and time are one
104-ton, 88-knot airship, five 22-ton, 79-knot airships, and 11 10-ton, 70-knot airships. Comparing
these airships to the conventional modes, the airship significantly outperforms the rotorcraft in all
three metrics: fuel consumption, time, and number of trips (Table 3.2). Further, if the refueling
stops are marked as unavailable on the Cargo tab, the airships can still complete the mission in just
over one day if the cruise speed is reduced to 30 knots, but the rotorcraft would no longer be able to
complete the mission. Although for this mission we are assuming the mission must be completed
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Figure 3.24: Shown again are the payload-speed and payload-fleet size relationships. Highlighted
are the Pareto-optimal designs that minimize airship size in addition to time and cost and that have
maximum altitudes below 5000 feet. By optimizing additionally for size, fleets of smaller airships
are introduced into the optimal set. Data are colored by payload from least (violet) to greatest
(crimson).

Table 3.2: Approximate fuel, time, and trip values for airship, cargo rotorcraft, and cargo aircraft
for the Short-Haul Mission. Time values are flight time only. DELTAS users could see these
values in the Comparison table on the Cargo Tab.
Mode
Airship (104, 88, 1)
Airship (22, 79, 5)
Airship (10, 70, 11)
CH-47
UH-60
C-5
C-17

Fuel Flight Time Trips
(tons)
(hr)
25
12
1
36
13
1
36
15
1
81
71
9
130
260
23
33
3
1
64
6
2

without runways, the airship also performs admirably relative to the cargo aircraft. The increased
capability of the airship fleet may merit a potentially higher acquisition price for such urgent and
important scenarios such as this.
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3.4.3

Case Study 3 (Heavy-Lift Mission)
The heavy-lift mission is a multi-leg route with an amount of cargo greater than any single

craft can carry. As a result, tradeoffs between airship and fleet size can be further explored and
comparisons with conventional cargo aircraft can be made. For this example, we looked at a cargo
route from California to Hawaii to Guam to Japan to South Korea, requiring the transport of 2000
tons between each city. The longest cargo-carrying leg of the trip is 3290 nautical miles and the
empty, direct return leg is 4931 nautical miles.
On the Basic tab, we first increase the payload to 200 tons from the default 90-ton configuration. This increase in payload allows for more flexibility in cargo or fuel carrying capacity, but
also increases the propulsion power required. The maximum altitude is increased to 12,000 feet
to add further flexibility to the mission design by allowing the airship to complete missions that
require flying over high elevation areas. The cruise altitude remains half of the maximum altitude.
These two altitude design changes further increase the airship’s size, increase the propulsion power
required, and decrease the range. The speed is increased from 60 knots to 70 knots, further increasing the propulsion power required and decreasing the range. The design resulting from the changes
can carry at least twice the cargo of the default 90-ton airship for a given range (Figure 3.25).
On the Cargo tab, the mission cargo is set to 2000 tons and the route between California,
Hawaii, Guam, Japan, and South Korea is selected on the map. The return type is set to an empty,
direct return from South Korea to California. It is assumed that the airship will be able to refuel
at each of these locations (Figure 3.3). We continue straight to the DSE tab since there are many
combinations of airship size and fleet size that may be feasible. The parameter ranges and number
of runs are set to the same values as the previous two case studies (see Figure 3.10).
For this heavy-lift mission, the optimal design should again be one that minimizes both
the time and cost to close the mission. As this mission will certainly require a fleet, the design
space will likely be more complex. With this objective in mind, we generate a mission time and
cost plot, as done in the previous case studies, and highlight the dominant designs along the Pareto
front (Figure 3.26).
The designs in this optimal set vary in fleet size, but all have payload capacities greater than
300 tons and cruise speeds over 50 knots (Figure 3.27). These airships also have maximum and
cruise altitudes above 15,000 feet. The increase in altitude provides a needed boost in efficiency
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Figure 3.25: The airship shown can carry significantly more cargo than the default 90-ton airship
while maintaining a similar range. This is the result of increases in payload, maximum and cruise
altitudes, and speed, relative to the default 90-ton airship.

since the optimal cruise speeds are not the most efficient for airships, especially of this size. The
airships in this set are between 973 and 1,061 feet in length, almost the size of some of the worlds
largest container ship which measure around 1300 feet. With airships, bigger is always more
efficient. Such massive vehicles, however, may pose a number of challenges, especially when
they are first introduced. A footprint of this scale would require very large hangars, requiring
significant real estate and construction costs. There are likely other unknown challenges associated
with a vehicle of this magnitude, and as such stakeholders using this DSS may desire additional
constraints and optimality criteria when designing airships, such as maximum airship length.
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Figure 3.26: Shown are the Heavy-Lift mission costs and times. Highlighted data are the Paretooptimal designs. Data shown are for single-trip configurations only and are colored by payload
from least (violet) to greatest (crimson).

Figure 3.27: Shown are the payload-speed and payload-fleet size relationships of the Heavy-Lift
mission. Note the infeasible regions less than 100 tons payload and the white space around the
data. This is due to mass of fuel consumed being greater than the payload, making the mission
impossible to complete. The larger the airship is, the more fuel it can carry and the faster it can fly.
The Pareto-optimal designs are highlighted and are clustered above 300 tons and 50 knots. Data
are colored by payload from least (violet) to greatest (crimson).
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Figure 3.28: Shown again are the Heavy-Lift mission costs and times. Highlighted data are the
minimum and maximum fleet sizes possible for this mission. Data shown are for single-trip configurations only and are colored by payload from least (violet) to greatest (crimson). Note the
configurations with the smallest fleet size also have the largest payload. For a given mission time,
many of the smaller fleet configurations are more expensive to operate than larger fleets of smaller
airships.

Unlike the previous case studies, fleet size is one of the most significant variables in the
mission cost and time and the relationships appear more complex. The previous case studies
showed clear demarcations between fleet sizes with little overlap. For this Heavy-Lift mission it
is common to have designs where a larger fleet of airships has a lower mission cost than a smaller
fleet of airships for a given time need to close the mission. This is shown in Figure 3.28 where two
fleet sizes are highlighted and the design space of the smaller fleet size is surrounded by that of
the larger fleet size. The markers in this figure are colored based on the size of the airship payload
which shows the smaller fleet size requires the largest airships to complete the mission, while a
larger fleet of smaller airships can complete the mission at a lower cost. While the optimal airships
are nearly at the upper payload limit of the DOE, there are many airship and fleet configurations
that are only slightly sub-optimal.
Similar to the Long-Haul mission, the tradeoff ultimately comes down to whether to have
a smaller fleet of slower airships and complete the mission for less cost, or a larger fleet of faster
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Table 3.3: Approximate fuel and time values for airship and cargo aircraft for the Heavy-Lift
Mission. Time values are flight time only and don’t include unloading time, refuel time, or
otherwise. For the C-5 and C-17 values shown are for a fleet of one aircraft, and as a
result times can be divided by the desired fleet size to get the flight time for that
fleet.
Mode
Airship (371, 78, 9)
C-5
C-17

Fuel Flight Time Trips
(tons)
(hr)
5063
152
1
6219
563
19
33135
3141
30

airships that complete the mission in less time. Either way, the airships will fly at cruise altitudes of
15,000 feet or greater. One design that balances the cost and time is a fleet of ten 354-ton, 81-knot
airships. Comparing this fleet to the C-5 and C-17 aircraft, we can revisit the Cargo tab. Table 3.3
contains the results of the comparison as shown on the Cargo tab. The airship uses 81 percent of the
fuel of the C-5 and 15 percent of the fuel of the C-17. The reader should note that the time values
within the table for both conventional aircraft assume a fleet size of one and the number of trips
listed. To compare the fleets more directly, we divide the number of trips by the fleet size of ten and
round up to the nearest integer, then divide the flight time by this number. A fleet of ten C-5 aircraft
complete this mission in 2 trips, or 281 hours total. A fleet of C-17 aircraft do so in 3 trips, or 1047
hours total. The airship fleet although traveling slower completes the mission in a single trip and
as a result is 1.8 times faster than the C-5 fleet and 6.9 times faster than the C-17 fleet. The values
for aircraft fuel and time are based on the same assumptions used in the airship calculations and
data from [47]. The airship is not a strong competitor to either conventional aircraft directly, but
fills the need for goods that can be transported at a lower speed and require a lower transportation
cost.
Returning to the Wind tab with this design, we check to ensure that the airship can complete
the mission at the design cruise speed. On this route, the wind speeds on average throughout the
year do not exceed 15 knots and produce a tail wind for the airship nearly the entire flight, even
on the return (see Route Wind Profile graphs in Figure 3.6). This duration of tailwind results in
an average ground speed of 84 knots, meaning the design cruise speed can be reduced or that the
mission can be completed seven percent faster that initially thought.
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Similarly, assessing this design on the Terrain tab shows that the cruise altitude of 17,000
feet is sufficient to clear all high elevation areas, including the mountains of Japan. Had the cruise
altitude been below 12,000 feet, the airship could not have crossed over portions of Japan, and a
minor route adjustment or an increase in cruise altitude would have been needed (see Figure 3.8).

3.4.4

Case Study Comparison
In a scenario where a single organization will be operating each of the three aforemen-

tioned missions, a single airship design may be desired. If this is the case, the optimal airships
found in each case study may not be optimal for use across all missions. To compare performance
more equally between the sets of designs, the mission cost used in the previous case studies was
converted to a mission cost per ton-hour, where for each airship design the mission cost has been
divided by the mission time and mission cargo for the corresponding mission. Figure 3.29 shows
the time-cost design space for each of the three missions, Long-Haul in blue in the upper-right,
Short-Haul in red on the bottom, and Heavy-Lift in green in the upper left. Optimal designs for
each mission are colored black. Only designs capable of completing their assigned mission in one
trip are included in this combined data set.
As expected, Heavy-Lift takes the most time to complete and Short-Haul takes the least.
Long-Haul is the most expensive per ton-hour as it is only carrying 100 tons and traveling nearly
8000 nautical miles. The disparate nature of the missions and their times, costs, distances, and
cargo foreshadow the disparity between optimal airship designs.
The combined payload-speed design space is shown in Figure 3.30 with the color scheme
just described, with markers of horizontal rectangles, squares, and vertical rectangles corresponding to Long-Haul, Short-Haul, and Heavy-Lift, respectively. As just alluded to, the optimal payload
and speed combinations do not align well between missions. The optimal Short-Haul airships are
outside of the feasible design space of the Heavy-Lift mission. The majority of the optimal HeavyLift airships are outside of the feasible design space of the Long-Haul mission. The overlapping
area in the lower right corner of the graph shows the feasible design space of the combined mission
objective. Within this portion, payload ranges of 125 to 200 tons and cruise speeds between 40 and
55 knots appear to be the most optimal based on proximity to the optimal designs for each mission
individually.
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Figure 3.29: Shown are the mission costs per ton-hour and times for each of the three example
missions discussed. The Heavy-Lift mission in the upper left is green. The Long-Haul mission in
the upper right is blue. The Short-Haul mission along the bottom is red. Pareto-optimal designs
for each mission are colored black.
The process of weighting the missions as well as the costs and times for each is certain to
vary between stakeholders. For simplicity we give equal weights to each mission. We assume that
each mission has equal importance, each is ran at equal frequency, and the differences in time and
costs between missions is insignificant. With this assumption, we attempt to place each mission on
an equal level by creating relative time and cost values. To do this for each mission, the mission
time and mission cost per ton-hour of each airship is divided by those values of the cheapest airship
and quickest airship. This results in the cheapest airship having a relative mission cost per ton-hour
of one and the quickest a relative mission time of one, with the rest of the set some multiple of this.
To get our effective cost function, we then weight the relative cost per ton-hour and relative time
about the same and find that a 177-ton, 45-knot airship and a fleet size of 14 allows for relatively
low cost and time to complete each mission (see Figure 3.31).
This airship design is twice as expensive to operate as the least expensive airship design for
each mission. Compare to each missions’ optimal designs, this design is slower for both the HeavyLift and Short-Haul missions and has about the same mission time as the Long-Haul mission. This
airship design is also Pareto-optimal for the Long-Haul mission and nearly so for the Heavy56

Figure 3.30: Shown are the payload-speed relationships for each of the three missions (Heavy-Lift
with green, vertical rectangles, Long-Haul with blue, horizontal rectangles, and Short-Haul with
red squares). As mentioned previously, designs spanning the entire payload-speed design space
are feasible for the Short-Haul mission, while not all combinations are feasible for the other two
missions. This results in an area of the lower right corner being the only mutually-feasible region
of the design space, and subsequently where the airship optimal for all missions would need to
come from. Pareto-optimal designs for each individual mission are colored black.

Lift mission. Since the optimal airship configurations for the Short-Haul mission were infeasible
designs for the Heavy-Lift mission, a design that is nearly Pareto-optimal for all mission scenarios
was not possible. Table 3.4 shows similarly optimized airship fleet configurations that balanced
time and cost for each mission discussed prior. For the Heavy-Lift mission, the combined-optimal
airship requires a fleet of 14, where the optimal set of designs for that mission alone were all larger
than 300 tons, faster than 50 knots, and required fleets mostly below 10 airships. For short mission
the new optimal configuration is both larger and slower than the design optimal for the Short-Haul
mission alone.
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Figure 3.31: Shown are the normalized mission costs and times for each of the three missions
(Heavy-Lift with green, horizontal rectangles, Long-Haul with blue, vertical rectangles, and ShortHaul with red squares). Highlighted is the selected airship design that performs well in each of the
missions. Pareto-optimal designs for each individual mission are colored black.

Table 3.4: Shown are the selected optimal designs for each of the three example missions. In the
bottom row is the selected optimal design for the combined scenario. In the rightmost column
are the fleet sizes necessary for each mission when ran with the combined-optimal airship
in the combined scenario.
Mission
Long
Short
Heavy
Combined

Payload Speed Fleet
(tons) (knots) Size
182
47
1
104
88
1
371
78
9
177
45
-
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Combined
Fleet Size
1
1
14
14

This Pareto-optimal design set is specific to this type of mission. A mission with a 100 tons
of cargo will favor one fast airship that can transport the cargo in one trip if the mission distance is
only a couple hundred nautical miles. A mission with the same cargo but transporting it over a few
thousand miles without stopping to refuel will lean towards more efficient airships or very large
airships that can carry the full cargo in one trip and enough payload to carry the fuel necessary to
travel at a higher desired speed.
These case studies and the combined analysis help to illustrate the complex nature of airships and their performance can vary depending on mission distances and cargo amounts. Exploring the design space in depth provides stakeholders the opportunity to find optimal configurations
and better understand the nuances of the relationships between airship design variables.

3.5

Conclusion
Using a DSS can simplify the concept generation phase of design and allows stakeholders

of various interest levels, backgrounds, and expertise to develop concepts, run simulations, and
visualize data in a common environment, as DELTAS did in our research. Understanding the
design challenge at a high level is vital for all stakeholders, especially in an area experiencing a
current resurgence such as the airship.
DELTAS allows users to step through the design space exploration process one tab at a
time. By exploring the relationships between the main, high-level design variables, users gain
intuition about airships and can explore potentially suitable designs for an intended mission on the
Basic tab. The Cargo tab enables users to explore airship-mission fit and compare the airship to
conventional methods of freight transportation. The Wind tab provides users a space where they
can determine the airship design’s sensitivity to the winds along the flight path. On the Terrain
tab users can determine the airships ability to successfully fly over terrestrial obstacles. Findings
from the Wind and Cargo tabs may further inform airship and mission design. The Design Space
Exploration tab automates much of what is accomplished on the Cargo tab and allows users to
generate dense data sets of the design space that can then be used in any number of ways to find
optimal airship designs. Each of these tabs can be used to varying depths and in conjunction with
the other tabs, aligning with the users desire and expertise. In the case studies, we were able to
find trends in designs that were dependent on the mission type. In the Heavy-Lift example, we
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found that completing the mission in one trip was more cost-effective than using a smaller fleet
and taking multiple trips. We also found that similar performance could be achieved for smaller
fleets of larger airships compared to larger fleets of smaller airships. This trend was not seen in
the Short-Haul mission where the optimal designs included only one airship and the tradeoff was
between the size of the airship itself and the airship speed. Using a DSS in the design process
enables the extraction of trends that are not obvious to the engineer alone. Readers interested in
this DSS are invited to contact the authors for further information about and access to DELTAS.
Using such tools will ideally reduce friction within teams and allow more informed decisions throughout the design process by allowing all stakeholders to work on a project within the
same environment. For readers working on a team involved in system design we recommend using
or developing a decision support system to provide such aid in the process.
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CHAPTER 4.

4.1

SOCIAL IMPACT PREDICTION OF SOCIO-TECHNICAL SYSTEMS

Preface
This chapter has been adapted from an article that was submitted to a peer-reviewed journal.

This chapter addresses the third and fourth research objectives described in Chapter 1.

4.2

Introduction

4.2.1

Impacts of Product Development
The product development process begins as concepts are developed, preliminary require-

ments are defined, and performance measures are established to ensure the product solves a particular problem in a desirable way [69]. Requirements are often connected, resulting in a number of
tradeoffs in performance. These design tradeoffs often have economic, environmental, and social
impacts [4]. A product’s total impact is an aggregation of these three factors, weighted by the
engineering team’s notion of best, and is often influenced from other stakeholders or regulatory
bodies.
Historically, economic impacts have been the driving force in product development and
business. Though more recently, awareness of social responsibility has risen through increased
social connection, corporate policy, and various ISO standards [5, 6]. Focus has also increasingly
shifted toward environmental responsibility. A product’s efficiency, manufacturing waste, and
longevity are now being examined for environmental reasons in addition to how they influence the
product’s economic viability. These metrics are assessed from production through to the product’s
end-of-life to determine the product’s total effect on the environment [7]. When an existing product
is updated, improvements are often incremental with each generation being slightly better than its
predecessor. The economic and environmental impacts are often observed and measured, then
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improved upon in later iterations. When a new product is developed, impacts are uncertain. Initial
estimates are calculated, then improved throughout the development process.
When a new technology is introduced, or reintroduced as is the case with the airships discussed in the next section, to the increasingly globalized world, steps should be taken to understand
its impact and consequences through society on more than just an economic or environmental level.
Its social impact should also be assessed. Assessing social impact has been described as “understanding and determining the impacts on the day-to-day quality of life of persons and communities
whose environment is affected by some development project” [70]. Social impacts are commonly
framed in terms of corporate identity or consumer product development [5, 9, 71]. For example,
corporate initiatives for sustainability, such as the Triple Bottom Line, include a push for business practices to be sustainable through social, environmental, and economic awareness [5]. As a
product is adopted and reaches more people, there is a greater chance that the product will have a
widespread social impact. As a product grows in complexity, the future social impact may be less
obvious and require dedicated analysis to predict that eventual impact. Therefore, as the scale and
complexity of the system increase, the need for social impact consideration increases as well.
Product development often aims to solve a problem in order to benefit society. While
eliminating a problem for society likely has positive impacts for that society, there will be other
unrelated, unexpected social impacts. Other social impacts may be tied to the economical and
environmental impacts determined during the product’s development through economic or environmental modeling. Examples of this may be healthier lungs from decreased toxic emissions or
increased income or job opportunities resulting from a product’s decreased manufacturing costs.
There has been relatively little done in social impact research regarding these unexpected impacts
for new engineered products prior to release, with most impact analysis happening post-release, if
not postmortem. For example, in the cases of the automobile and airplane, many papers and books
evaluate the past and discuss how each innovation has impacted the environment, societies, and
economies throughout the world since their introduction [72, 73]. Still, by applying such efforts
and knowledge to the development of future products earlier in the process, one can aid in limiting
the negative social impacts of a product’s introduction, while maximizing its positive impact.
Airplanes and automobiles have allowed for an increase in the flow of people, ideas, and
products throughout the world, resulting in a large impact on society. The variability in ownership,
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Figure 4.1: High-level design parameters of an axisymmetric airship.

usage, and high upfront costs add additional complexity to the system that make social impacts
more difficult to predict than for other products. One engineered product receiving renewed interest, and which has similar potential for positive impact, with similar scale and complexity to
the automobile or airplane, is the airship. Still yet to be reintroduced at a large scale, there are
opportunities to develop and introduce airships to positively impact society.

4.2.2

Impacts of Airships
The airship (see Figure 4.1), with its massive scale and its potential social impact aug-

mented by its tested but tainted history, will require social impacts to be considered for it to have a
successful resurgence. This makes it a good candidate for this research. The main reasons airships
have the potential for large social impact are: 1) airships can be faster than a sea cargo vessel, 2)
airships are more energy efficient than a traditional fixed-wing or rotor aircraft, and, 3) unlike other
transportation modes, airships can be mostly agnostic to landing area requirements. Thus, they are
well suited to many activities in a variety of locations, with little need for supporting infrastructure.
Many such areas are difficult to reach or may be in particular need of positive social impact such as
remote regions of Africa or North America, or areas hit by natural disasters such as mountainous
or coastal regions throughout the world.
Many of the economic and environmental benefits of airships link closely to their social
benefits—though focused analysis is needed to determine the less obvious, and more significant
impacts. Since constant air displacement from rotors or forward thrust from engines is unneeded
to generate lift, airships are much less noisy than helicopters or airplanes [43]. This also means,
airships can be less costly to operate, while producing less carbon emissions due to the decrease in
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energy use. Additionally, this reduction in needed thrust decreases the discomfort of noise pollution and abates the aversion to living near an airfield. The decreased fuel consumption, combined
with the ability to land virtually anywhere, makes airships an attractive transport candidate for
humanitarian and disaster relief environments.
Between the 1920s and 1940s airships were used for naval surveillance, freight transportation, and even transatlantic passenger flight and flew millions of miles in total [31]. Large investment in airplane technology led to the airship being relegated to airborne advertisements and
small tourist flights for the last half-century. The new millennium saw governments and military
organizations become interested in, and began funding projects to develop a new generation of,
airships [31]. Then in the 2010s a number of projects began development or were transformed
into more civilian-centric designs. Hybrid Air Vehicles, for example, was initially awarded a
government contract for airship development and eventually reclassified their prototype as a civil
aircraft [25]. In addition, many ideas have been proposed for airship use such as, cargo transport
in the Arctic [30], humanitarian missions [27, 28], or mobile hospitals [40]. With each different
use-case, the payload, speed, and size requirements vary. The social impacts of each use-case
vary as well. Consequently, social impacts cannot be measured for airships in general, but their
calculation must be incorporated into the development process for each airship use-case. The aim
of this paper is to provide a method of determining and calculating these social impacts for any
product of scale operating within a complex system. This is done using the airship as a case study.
This addition to the development process is important both to the success of product development
projects and to the societies affected by their introduction.
This paper explains and demonstrates how to develop predictive social impact models for
large, costly products that are part of socio-technical systems. This paper also shows how discreteevent simulation can be used to model that system and extract the necessary data to calculate the
social impact metrics. Airships, with their relatively high upfront cost, shared usage and ownership,
and anticipated benefit to communities, are a great candidate for this research. A case study is
presented that involves the introduction of airships into the Brazilian Amazon region to help local
farmers transport and sell their produce. The aforementioned example presents the key elements
and challenges in incorporating social impact into the development, analysis, and implementation
of these products.
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4.3

Airship System Design
Conventional airships rely on being lighter than air. This is generally accomplished using a

helium or hydrogen filled envelope. A helium-filled airship, for example, requires about one cubic
meter of lifting gas for each kilogram of mass. Similar to other aircraft, the lighter the airship—its
structure, engines, and other parts—the more of this lift can be devoted to carrying cargo, people,
or other useful payload. Airships often need to maintain neutral buoyancy. If they have too much
buoyant lift, they will float skyward until the lifting gas envelope bursts, or until an alternative
action is taken. If the airship is insufficiently buoyant, it will float to the ground or, if the ship is
already on the ground, it will not be able to become airborne. Therefore, when people or cargo
are unloaded, the airship either needs the unloaded weight to be replaced or the amount of lift
needs to be reduced. Reducing buoyancy after a significant weight reduction at the time of payload
offloading, has often been accomplished by adding ballast such as water or sand bags, or by venting
the lifting gas from the airship.
Generally, airships are designed for a maximum cargo payload. This makes neutral buoyancy difficult to maintain, particularly once the cargo has reached its final destination and has been
unloaded. Recent designs, such as Lockheed Martin’s LMH-1 and Hybrid Air Vehicles Airlander
10, seek to address the neutral buoyancy requirement in a new way. These new airships solve
this problem by being slightly heavier than air and relying more on aerodynamic lift, similar to an
airplane wing, to compensate for the cargo weight [24, 25]. When the cargo is dropped off, there
is no need to add ballast or vent the expensive helium. This reliance on both buoyant and aerodynamic lift have led to this type called hybrid airships. One tradeoff for this hybrid solution is the
airship is more reliant on airspeed and, consequently, large, open spaces for take-off and landing
are required. Such tradeoffs lead to higher operating costs or decreased versatility due to a lack of
runway independence when compared to conventional airships.
Operating altitude also heavily constrains airships due to their volumetric sensitivity to
atmospheric pressure and temperature changes [31]. Airships are often flown at relatively low
altitudes compared to airplanes to avoid the large volume changes experienced when rising tens of
thousands of feet [31]. However, some projects and proposals for surveillance and observational
airships are designed to float through the stratosphere, at or above 15 kilometers [26]. With this
requirement, a lifting gas envelope must account for the change in gas density by changing its
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volume as the airship rises through the atmosphere. This is achieved by carrying less payload, due
to decreased lift, and by using air-filled ballonets, which are, simply, an air-filled balloon inside a
larger helium-filled volume. When on the ground, the ballonets take up most of the room inside
the gas envelope, but slowly release the air to make room for the expanding lifting gas as elevation
increases.
Environmental conditions, in addition to payload and cruise altitude, play a large role in
airship development. Consider two airships, one used near either pole and the other around the
equator. An airship designed for use in the Arctic may need to be relatively larger to account
for decreased lift in colder temperatures [30]. An airship designed for the Amazon region of
Brazil may need to be much smaller since it is working above a dense forest canopy with few large
expanses where it can land, quite dissimilar to the arctic. Even in a similar working region, airships
may have different constraints driven by their objectives.
Two recent examples of proposed airship use in the Amazon region are for infrastructure
repairs [74] and for rainforest observation [41]. For each application, a large payload is desirable
to carry enough spare parts or the necessary equipment, which would require a large airship. For
the observation airship, this may not be a problem. On the other hand, the repair ship would
likely need to make frequent stops at each power station or transmission line tower. This could
make the airship design more dependent on the available landing locations, leading to possible
size constraints. Certain areas of the Amazon forest are so dense that the only places to land
in an emergency may be a small farm or a football pitch. While one option may be to deforest
plots of land for airship landing sites, this would obviously have poor environmental and social
repercussions.
Some airships may be developed with social impacts as major system requirements. An airship intended for providing disaster relief, may require a maximized number of people helped or a
minimized amount of time people have to wait before they receive aid. These design decisions may
result in an airship with a certain payload, maximum speed, or complete runway independence.
Like all products, wherever airships are introduced and however airships are used, they
will have an impact on society. It is then important to determine what the biggest impacts will be,
maximize the positive and minimize the negative social impacts, and create metrics that tie these
effects to airship system design parameters such as payload, speed, and fleet size. In order to more
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systematically determine social impacts and how they affect certain design tradeoffs with product
parameters and attributes, we present the following methods to help guide engineers and designers
through the process.
Airships operate within a socio-technical system and the complexity introduced by the
social aspect of the system requires modeling and simulation to discover the emergent behavior
inherent in all complex systems [75]. Modeling and simulation has been used to analyze many
different types of complex systems such as urban electric bus systems [76]. Two frameworks
often used to model socio-technical systems and their performance over a desired time period are
agent-based modeling and discrete-event simulation [77, 78].
Agent-based modeling (ABM) models autonomous, individual agents and their behavior
in a pseudo-continuous environment [79]. The simulation is developed using agents’ decisions
based on a set of rules as the foundation [79]. Data is generated as agents interact. ABM has
been used to model electric vehicle transportation networks [80], military use of small, unmanned
air vehicles [81], persistent search and retrieval using multiple unmanned air vehicles [82], and to
estimate product impacts during the product development process [77].
Discrete-event simulation (DES) is one of the more popular modeling techniques and has
existed nearly since the birth of the computer [10]. DES models systems as a collection of interconnected processes, entities, and resources [83]. Unlike ABM, DES is only concerned with events
that happen at discrete time intervals and the interactions that occur at those times, as opposed to
the near-constant stream of events and interactions studied using ABM. Similar to ABM, DES
incorporates behavior and demographic information related to the relevant populations to more accurately model the performance of the system [84]. DES has been used widely to model operations
systems, such as freight networks and manufacturing facilities [10, 38, 39]. These problems tend
to involve a number of discrete entities that interact in a certain way at discrete intervals that may
vary depending on the interactions and available resources.
Similar to the system we will analyze in the proceeding case study, DES has been applied
to analyzing the use of railways for timber transportation, to predicting the environmental impact of road-based freight transportation, and to modeling the interconnectedness of global freight
transportation systems [11–13].
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The lack of constant interaction between agents and the resource-driven, logistic nature of
the problem made DES the obvious choice for how we formulated the problem. By modeling the
system using DES and performing a range of simulations across different variables of interest, we
will show how the system can be optimized for social impact during a phase of development before
any physical costs are incurred [85].

4.4

Methodology
The methodology for social impact modeling used in this paper builds upon the process

introduced by Stevenson et al. and is illustrated in Figure 4.2 [3]. The first step in this process
is to determine the requirements and objectives of the product. For some products, it might also
be necessary to choose one of many product use-cases, since each can affect different groups of
people in various ways. In order to reduce the effort associated with the social impact analysis
and predictions, at least initially, a specific use-case should be chosen. Once the use-case of the
product has been determined, those impacted by the product are identified. These people might
be the product’s users, people working in the same industry as the product, people living in the
product’s vicinity, or those funding the product’s development or use. Product developers should
spend a thoughtful amount of time on this step as it will guide the remainder of the process.
Second, the social impacts on each group of people are described generally. One method
of doing this is by using the social impact categories. In a study by Rainock et. al, 11 product
social impact categories were gathered from product impact studies, case studies, social impact
assessments, and other similar studies [9]. These social impact categories are:
• Impacts on Conflict and Crime
• Impacts on Cultural Identity
• Impacts on Education
• Impacts on Family
• Impacts on Gender
• Impacts on Health
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Figure 4.2: Steps for predicting social impact of engineered products, building upon those suggested by Stevenson et. al [3].

• Impacts on Human Rights
• Impacts on Paid Work
• Impacts on Population Change
• Impacts on Networks and Communication
• Impacts on Stratification
These social impact categories have been used by other researchers to better understand and predict
the social impacts of engineered products [3, 71].
The third step is to select indicators for, or ways to measure, each social impact category.
Indicators describe and facilitate measuring and predicting the social impacts of a product. For
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example, if Impact on Population Change was chosen, an indicator might be the number of people
moving to and from a city. These indicators serve as the beginnings of an equation that, through
the model framework that will be described in Step 4, tie a product’s engineering parameters to the
data that describes impacted groups and individuals. Some relevant data sources include survey
data, census data, and data from the UN or World Bank. Usually such data includes demographic
information (income, gender, age, occupation, etc.) about individuals within the population. Data
requirements are likewise dependent on the social impact indicators. In general, the data describe
the current conditions of the social impact indicators and any variables that might influence those
current conditions. In determining the best indicators, it is important to begin with a wide scope to
ensure the most important measures are captured. In most cases, the indicators will be reduced as
a result of data limitations and desired size of the product social impact study.
Fourth, after indicators are chosen, predictive models are created to quantify the social
impacts. There are two basic equations that describe what the predictive models need. Generally,
the social impact indicator is defined by:
IS = Y f −Yi

(4.1)

where the predicted social impact of a product (IS ) is the difference between the condition of the
individuals prior to product introduction (Yi ) and after the product introduction (Y f ). Whenever
possible, the initial state (Yi ) should be a measured value. Since the social impact (IS ) calculates
the change between conditions before and after the product’s introduction, the sign of this delta
should correspond to the desirability of the change. The values should be positive if the metric
is for a positive impact and an increase is desired. The values should negative if the metric is for
a negative impact and a decrease is desired. Therefore, it is appropriate for conditions Y f and Yi
to be reversed for some impacts where a decrease is desirable. The basic concept for the postintroduction condition (Y f ) is that it is a function of two sets of parameters U and P:
Y f = f (U, P)

(4.2)

where U is the set of parameters corresponding to the impacted individuals and P is the set of the
product’s engineering parameters that influence the final condition (Y f ). A predictive social impact
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model needs both of these data types to be dependent on the product and sensitive to each impacted
individual [3].
For products that are part of complex systems, such as airships, it is also necessary to create
a system model as part of Step 4. This system model should describe how people in the productuser system interact with the product and how the product influences their life. This system model
will be used to calculate intermediate variables that will be used to calculate Y f . The system model
forms the basis of the simulation.
Step 5 is to create a simulation framework in which to incorporate the models from step
four and simulate system performance and calculate the predicted social impact. The results of
the simulations are analyzed for the interactions among users of the product, using data obtained
about people, locale, and situation. An example of how this is implemented with DES is described
in detail in the proceeding case study.
There is often potential for considering many social impacts. The limiting factor in incorporating the social impacts of a product into the development process should be the desired fidelity
of the social impact’s predictive model. A lack of available data about the impacted individual or
few social impact metrics due to time or computational constraints can lead to necessarily decreasing the fidelity of the product’s social impact model. Ultimately, the degree to which social impact
models influence the engineering models for a product is decided by the product developer and
the resources available to them. The process of determining social impact metrics is a beneficial
exercise in gaining perspective to the product’s role and impact to society, as well as qualitatively
guiding design decisions toward social good. When combined together, the social impact models
and engineering models can assist in creating a better functioning, more sustainable, and more
impactful design.

4.5
4.5.1

Case Study & Analysis
Brazil & Farmers Background
This example explores the potential social impacts of airships in an engineering for global

development context. Following the process introduced in the methodology section, the first step is
to determine the airship’s use-case and impacted individuals. The chosen location for this study is
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Table 4.1: Number of Farmers and distances from each city to Manaus [1].
City
Careiro da Várzea
Iranduba
Jutaı́
Manaquiri

Number of
Farmers
102
314
64
147

Distance by
boat (nm)
20
38
47
58

Distance by
Airship (nm)
13
14
25
33

the area surrounding the city of Manaus, Brazil (-3.117◦ S, -60.025◦ W). Manaus is the capital city
of the Brazilian state of Amazonas, and is one of the only free ports in Brazil. Manaus is located
in the middle of the Amazon, at the beginning of the Amazon River, a place known locally as the
“meeting of the waters”, see Figure 4.3.
There are several reasons why airships might be an impactful and useful solution to some
of the Amazon farmers’ problems. Transporting goods is very difficult in the Amazon. Poor
roads, variable river heights, and lack of proper transportation equipment make it difficult for
smaller farmers to move their goods to markets and processing facilities [86]. Figure 4.4 shows the
distributions of harvest times of common fruits throughout the year. The shaded area indicates the
time of the year when the river is lowest (from September to February). Low river heights make
transport by water impossible for many farmers. This is because many farmers live on inlets of the
river that dry up when the river heights are low. This time frame coincides with the harvest of many
popular crops, such as lime and papaya. Naturally, when farmers are unable to transport crops and
sell their product, they lose money or miss out on potential income. Airships have the potential to
positively impact farmers who otherwise lose a large portion of their inventory and time when they
unable to transport their product to a market or processing facility.
As stated in the previous section, in order to understand the impacts of airship introduction,
it is important to better understand the population of farmers who may be affected by the airship.
The farmers modeled and used in this example come from four different communities: Careiro
da Várzea, Iranduba, Jutaı́, and Manaquiri (see Table 4.1). Farmers’ production, income, and loss
data was collected from the 2017 Brazil Agriculture Census [1]. Sufficient data were extracted
from this Census for 627 farmers who harvest nine different fruit crops (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.3: Regional map around Manaus, the location of the market where all produce is sold in
the simulation, and the communities that the airship services.

4.5.2

Engineering and Social Impact Models
By following the process described in the methodology section, four social impacts were

identified. In addition, one simple environmental impact was identified. These were impacts to
farmer time savings (Itime ), crop savings (Icrop ), and income (Iincome ). The fourth social impact
selected was impact to boat worker jobs (Iboat ), which was modeled as the change in boat trips
needed to transport the farmers’ crops. The environmental impact modeled was the impact to
forest loss (I f orest ). The following are the equations used to calculate the social and environmental
impact indicators for all of the farmers in all of the cities for one calendar year.
A possible benefit of using the airship is the time that farmers may be able to save by
loading, ideally, all of their fruit onto the airship in the morning. They would then have the rest of
the day to perform other work on their farms or spend more time with their families, rather than
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Figure 4.4: Daily production over one year for the nine fruit in the four cities included in the
study [1].

potentially taking multiple trips to the market via boat to sell their fruit. The model for impact to
farmer time savings (Itime ) is,
Itime = ti − (ta + t f )

(4.3)

where the initial condition (ti ) is the time to transport a farmer’s entire crop to market without an
airship. The conditions after airship introduction are the time to load the farmers’ crops onto the
airship (ta ) and the time to transport the goods to market that were not loaded onto the airship (t f ).
The calculation of ta is dependent on the total payload capacity of the airship, number of airships
in the fleet, and amount of crops taken from a farmer’s city. The calculation t f is dependent on the
fleet size, airship speed, and airship payload as the more trips the airship fleet makes, and more
produce it can carry, the need to transport the produce another way is reduced.
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Hundreds of tons of fruit spoil each year in part due to the farmers being unable to transport
it [1]. Impact to crop savings models how much of this normally wasted crop is saved by using the
airship. The equation for the impact to crop savings (Icrop ) is,
Icrop = Fa − Fi

(4.4)

where the initial condition (Fi ) is the fruit crop sold before the airship introduction and is a constant
from the agricultural data [1]. The fruit crop sold using the airship (Fa ) is determined by the
airship’s speed and payload, as well as the fleet size. If the airship’s payload is large but the ship is
slow, it may not be able to visit each city frequently enough to gather all of the crops before waste
and losses accumulate. But if the large airship is fast enough, or there is a large enough fleet of
small airships, then all the available crops can be picked up from each city.
Produce not transported by airship, in both the cases before and after airship introduction,
is assumed to be transported using boats with payloads of one imperial ton, since the river is the
main thoroughfare for transportation in the Amazon [87]. Other than Iranduba, which can reach
Manaus via roads and a bridge, each of the other cities can only reach Manaus using boats or
aircraft. Our model for impact to boat job loss (Iboat ) is,
Iboat = B f − Bi

(4.5)

where B f is the boat trips required when the airship has been introduced and Bi is the boat trips
required to transport all of the initial crop sold before the airship introduction. This impact is
shown as the change in boat trips after the airship is introduced. If this impact is negative, less
boat workers are used by the farmers to transport their fruit. If the boat use remains unchanged,
the impact is zero. As airships and fleets increase in size and speed, more crops are transported by
the airships and less boats are needed to transport that fruit.
The airship is intended to take as much of the farmer’s load as possible, both literally and
figuratively. By doing so, the airship has the potential to increase the income the farmers receive.
Our model for impact to farmer income (Iincome ) is,
Iincome = ((H − L f )PM −C f ) − ((H − Li )PM −Ci )
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(4.6)

where H is the total harvest, L f is the predicted crop loss when using the airship, PM is the average
market price for the crop, and C f is the cost to sell their crop when using the airship and will be
discussed further below. Li is the crop loss and Ci is the cost to sell without using the airship. As
indicated by the parenthetical groupings of Equation 4.6, as well as the i and f subscripts, impact
to farmer income (Iincome ) is the difference of monetary states before and after airship introduction.
The term C f is dependent on how often the farmer uses the airship, which depends on the fleet size
and the airship’s speed and payload.
Finally, although a bigger airship can carry more of the farmers’ crop, bigger airships have
their drawbacks. Bigger airships and airship fleets may also require the clearing of more of the
forest to land the airships to load, to unload, or to store the airships when not in use, either near the
communities where the farmers live, or in Manaus. The impact to forest loss (I f orest ) is a function
of both the fleet size and airship payload and is defined as,
I f orest = na R f

(4.7)

where na is the number of airships in the fleet. The area of rainforest that needs to be cleared in
order to store and maintain an airship (R f ) is assumed to be 125 percent of the airship’s footprint,
or its major diameter multiplied by its length.
The cost to use the airship (C f in Equation 4.6) is a combination of operational costs and
a portion of the amortized airship acquisition cost. The airship acquisition cost is a function of
the fleet size, payload, and required power of the airship and is assumed to be amortized over
10 years. The farmers are assumed to share five percent of this cost. The operational cost was
simplified to include only fuel and helium. Airships slowly lose helium as it diffuses and effuses
through the envelope fabric of the airship. This helium loss was modeled as happening at a rate
of approximately 0.0037 cubic feet of helium per square foot per atmosphere per day, and is a
function of the surface area of the airship, time, and atmospheric pressure, which was assumed to
be constant [43].
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show an abstraction of the high-level modeling process. Airship parameters are interconnected such that a system requirement defines one of the variables directly,
which then has cascading effects to the other variables (see Figure 4.5). Secondary requirements
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Figure 4.5: High-level airship design parameter interaction.

further constrain the design. In the case shown in Figure 4.5, a certain cargo requirement necessitates a certain payload and, subsequently, a certain fleet size and speed. However, a required cost
constraint could reduce the possible airship size, causing the maximum payload requirement to
be reduced, or the fleet size to change. Alternatively, a fuel consumption requirement, or hangar
space requirement, may define a target speed or fleet size, respectively, that results in changes to
the other design variables.
Social impacts (IS ) are the change in conditions before and after airship introduction, with
the post-introduction condition (Y f ) being a function of both social constraints (U) and airship
parameters (P), as described in Equations 4.1 and 4.2 and shown in the upper, left box in Figure 4.6. In this case, P consists of any of the parameters: size, cost, payload, or speed. Each of the
other rectangles shown in Figure 4.6 show the impacts studied in this example and which airship
parameters were included in their calculations.

4.5.3

System Model and Simulation
As mentioned in the previous section, the system model provides the structure for the sim-

ulation, which in this case study is a discrete-event simulation (DES). The airship system model
consists of the following entities: each airship in the fleet, the farmers of each community, and
the hub in Manaus. The resources of the simulation include: available produce, a loading area at
each city, an unloading area at the hub in Manaus, a refueling area in Manaus, and a maintenance
area in Manaus. The three main processes the airship engages in during the simulation are waiting,
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loading, or unloading. Additional processes are refueling and undergoing maintenance at the hub.
A diagram of the DES is shown in Figure 4.7. The DES was developed in Python using the DES
library, SimPy, though there are many other options for open source DES software [88].
The airship is assumed to begin at the hub. Each workday begins at 8:00 AM, upon which
the airship determines if the current time is during the nine-hour workday. Next, the airship ranks
each city, based on the available produce and the airship’s ability to visit that city, and chooses the
community with the highest priority. The airship then travels to the city and requests the loading
resource and a calculated amount of goods. If another airship in the fleet is loading at the same
location, the resource is unavailable and the airship waits until it becomes available. When the
loading resource becomes available, the airship loads the desired amount of goods. This amount
can be up to the amount of payload available, the goods available at the city, or is a function of
the amount of time it has available to load and the average load rate, whichever amount is least.
The goods available at the city include the produce not transported the previous day or not yet
transported on the current day. Goods from the previous day that are not transported by the airship,
are transported by the boat the next day. If time remains in the workday, the airship then repeats
the above process and visits the next city. The airships continue this process until the workday has
ended, the airship is full, or there are no more cities to visit, the airship returns to the hub to unload.
When the airship returns to Manaus, it requests the unloading resource and waits until it
is available to begin unloading. Once unloaded, the airship is refueled, and receives some amount
of maintenance, waiting for the associated resource before beginning each activity. The average

Figure 4.6: Integration of airship design parameters and indicator variables for evaluation of the
social impact metrics.
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Figure 4.7: State diagram of the discrete-event simulation.

unload rate, average refuel time, and average maintenance time are constant values with constant
standard deviations. The unload rate, refuel time, and maintenance time are randomly generated
from normal distributions using these mean-standard deviation pairs. Once the airship has finished
all of the hub activities, it returns to visiting cities if there is still fruit to be transported and if there
is still enough time in the workday to do so. The simulation continues each day for nine hours for
a full 365-day year.
The choice of which city to visit ultimately had a large influence on the results of the
simulation. The logic used in the decision-making process was that an airship always visited the
city with the most fruit to be picked up, with the previous day’s unloaded fruit having twice the
priority as the current day. Since many fruits spoil quickly, any fruit not picked up the previous
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day is more important than the fruit of the current day. Açaı́, for example, is unfit for consumption
just three days after harvesting [89]. In order to avoid wasting time visiting a high priority city but
only loading the minimum threshold amount of goods, the priority ranking would be reversed if
the airship had already visited a city since leaving Manaus. This load threshold was assumed to be
between 0 and 10 imperial tons and was included as a system design parameter. An airship would
only travel to a city if:
• The airship had room for at least the minimum threshold of goods.
• The city had at least the minimum threshold of goods available for the airship.
• The airship had enough time and fuel to go and load the minimum threshold of fruit and
return to Manaus before the end of the work day.
• The airship was not currently at that city.
• The airship had not already visited each city before returning to Manaus to unload.
The airship would first attempt to visit cities that were not occupied by another airship in the fleet.
If there were no cities suitable to visit based on these criteria, it would relax the criteria to visit an
occupied city where another airship in the fleet was loading produce. In this case, the airship may
have to wait for the other airship to load and leave before landing and begin loading.

4.5.4

Model and Simulation Assumptions
Some assumptions were made in the creation of the models and predictions of this ex-

ample. As more data are collected on the farmers and the potential farmer-airship system, some
assumptions can be reduced or removed.
An essential assumption deals with what data are currently available through the 2017
Brazil Agricultural Census [1]. The data from the 2017 census does not include data on production
numbers and sales when the subgroup of farmers is small. In this case it is assumed that the farmers
from each city, on average, have similar production and sale values. Using this assumption, if a
city does not have data for a crop’s production or sale value, an average value from the other cities
is used. Also, it is assumed that they are all farmers that were included in the 2017 census. It is
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possible that farmers who were not already selling their products are not included in the data. If
this is the case, the total impact of an airship might be increased from additional farmers using the
airship.
Secondly, it is assumed that each farmer behaves similarly. In this example, it is assumed
that the farmers would sell as much of their produce as possible using the airship. This assumption
is based on the potential of the farmers to reduce their crop loss to zero as the airship has the
potential to transport all of their products on a daily basis. Similarly, it is assumed that the product
they are unable to sell using the airship, they would sell in the same manner they currently sell
based on the 2017 census. Since the cities are only accessible via boat or aircraft, all unsold
produce was assumed to be transported using boats with one-ton payloads. The number of boats
needed was validated against data from the 2010 Demographic Census in Brazil [90]. It is also
assumed that the farmers all sell their product at the markets in Manaus.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, for the discrete-event simulation, the transportation system was simplified to just a few main tasks: Flying, Loading, Unloading, Refueling, Maintenance, and Waiting. Other peripheral activities were assumed to be extraneous and were ignored.
While flying, the airship was assumed to be traveling at a constant cruise altitude and cruise speed
to simplify fuel consumption calculations. Wind was assumed to be negligible. Within the simulation it was assumed fruit was transported during a workday of approximately nine hours each day
for the entire week.

4.6
4.6.1

Results & Discussion
Social Impacts
The results of the social impact modeling and simulation show how the social impact of

an airship is related to the airship system design parameters. The simulations spanned the design
space defined by the ranges of system design parameters shown in Table 4.2. Figure 4.8 shows the
results of these simulations and social impact calculations, though only the surfaces for a single
airship and a load threshold of 0.5 tons. The social impacts change mainly as functions of the
airship’s payload and speed parameters. While fleet size and load threshold do have an effect on
the social impacts, they simply create additional, offset surfaces along the impact axis with some
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Table 4.2: Ranges of system design parameters used in simulation set.
Parameter
Airship Payload
Airship Cruise Speed
Fleet Size
Load Threshold

Minimum Maximum Resolution
Units
1
30
1
imperial tons
20
87
1
knots
1
4
1
airships
0
1
0.1
tons

changes to surface shape in certain areas of the design space (see Figure 4.9). Each of the impacts
are the difference between conditions from a prior state without airships and the state after airship
introduction.
Looking closer at the impacts, beginning with the impact to farmer time savings and impact
to crop savings, we see that increasing both payload and speed generally leads to a similar increase
in both impacts, with some fluctuation due to the stochastic nature of the simulation and the prioritization of cities (this will be discussed in more detail later). Increased fleet sizes also further
increase each impact, but only for speed-payload combinations that require an additional airship to
transport more fruit. This increase from increased speed, payload, and fleet size enable the airship
fleet to make more trips in a day, while decreasing the number of trips required to transport all
of the farmers’ crop for a given day. Increases to load threshold only result in a minor increase
to these two impacts and only at low speeds and payloads. The impact to boat loss is similarly
influenced by the system parameters, but result in a decrease to the impact, instead of an increase.
This is simply because as more crops are transported by the airship, less boat workers are needed
to transport fruit for the farmers. Meaning, more workers are displaced and must find alternative
uses for their boats, or find new careers.
The effect of system design parameters on the impact to farmer income is more complex.
Increasing payload or speed generally leads to an increase in the impact up to certain payloadspeed combinations, but then the impact begins to decrease. This inflection point from increasing
to decreasing impact to income depends on the fleet size. At higher fleet sizes, the transition
occurs at lower payloads since the fleet can transport the necessary fruit with slower and with
smaller airships. The decreasing of impact to income at higher fleet sizes, airship payloads, and
cruise speeds is mainly the result of the acquisition and operational costs of the airship associated
with the increases to these design parameters. The revenue generated by the airship follows the
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(a) Impact to Boat Job Loss

(b) Impact to Crop Savings

(c) Impact to Income

(d) Impact to Time Savings

Figure 4.8: Social impact indicators, totaled for all farmers in all cities, are plotted against the
linked airship design parameters. The Z-Axes show the social impacts, with X- and Y-Axes showing payload and cruise speed. The color scale denotes desirability with green indicating most
desirable and pink, least desirable.

same trend as the impact to crop savings, but as the airship fleet increases in size, speed, and
payload per airship, costs also increase. As the airship increases in size due to the increase in
payload, the acquisition cost increases along with the helium refill cost and the fuel cost for a
given cruise speed. The helium refill cost increases because as the airship operates throughout
the year, helium slowly effuses and diffuses through the fabric of the envelope as a function of
the surface area of the envelope (see Figure 4.10). At a given speed, the fuel cost increases with
payload because the larger volume requires more power to provide the necessary thrust (see left
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Figure 4.9: Impact to farmer income is shown for a single, constant payload amount. The discrete
surface slices correspond to different fleet sizes (left) and different load thresholds (right). At
this payload of between 5 and 6 tons, single-airship fleets are less profitable than larger fleets at
low speeds since they cannot transport all of the produce. At higher speeds and fleet sizes the
operational costs increase more rapidly. Higher load thresholds result in more productive trips.

side of Figure 4.11). The acquisition cost and operational cost also increase as speed increases. The
airship fleet becomes more costly to operate the faster the airship travels, as more fuel is used for a
given airship size (see right side of Figure 4.11). Faster speeds also require increased power, which
require an airship with more powerful, more costly engines. These relationships between speed
and payload are exaggerated as fleet size increases, given that the increase in fleet size increases
the acquisition cost by that factor. The break-even curve then develops where the additional costs
no longer result in an increase to the revenue generated by the airship fleet.
The load threshold also effects the impact to income but only in the context of the decisionmaking logic. As load threshold increases from zero tons to one ton, the impact to farmer income
similarly increases, but from one ton to 10 tons, the trend reverses and the impact decreases. The
increase in threshold from zero tons to one ton only have a minor influence on the impact with
the influence being more noticeable at high payloads and speeds where the expensive airship fleets
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Figure 4.10: Helium refill cost as a function of airship payload.

Figure 4.11: Fuel consumption as a function of airship payload, with cruise speed and load threshold held constant (left), and of cruise speed, with payload and load threshold held constant (right).
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Figure 4.12: Thousands of simulations were ran for designs with one 10-ton airship and cruise
speeds ranging from 20 to 87.

require as much efficiency as possible. The exception to this trend is that for small airships (around
one to two tons), the load threshold of one ton is too close to the airship payload and prevents the
airship from being efficient or even from completing any trips in the case of the one-ton airships.
The exception to the trends discussed above is the fluctuations due to the inherent randomness and logic behind how city priority is determined. The selection criteria for which cities to
visit and in which order to visit them (see the previous subsection on DES) has a more significant
and complex effect than initially expected. Notice in Figure 4.8 the ridge approximately between
payloads of 10 and 20 tons and speeds above 30 knots. The plateau above 20 tons and 30 knots
occurs as a result of the airship being able to visit every city and transport all of the crop produced
on the busiest day (about 19 tons), so the order in which it visits cities is irrelevant. The plateau
on the other side of the ridge requires multiple outings during the day, but is still able to visit each
city and transport all of the crop. In order to further explore the causes of this ridge, simulations
were ran for a slice of the design space with the full cruise speed range at a single payload for a
single airship fleet. These 67 airship designs were each simulated in the system thousands of times
to generate a distribution for each design’s resulting impacts. The impact to income and impact to
crop savings generated from these simulations are shown in Figure 4.12 with box plots showing
the distributions for each design. The variation is significant for designs in the region of the design
space where the ridge is shown in Figure 4.8. On the ridge, and also many of the other spikes seen
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in the plots, the non-optimal decision-making criteria results in city prioritization that is optimal
for that day, but negatively effects how fruit is transported on subsequent days.
In Figure 4.13 we see the activity of two fleet configurations for one day during the highproduction season of the year. One airship (12 tons, 29 knots, 1 airship, and a 0.5 ton load threshold) with an impact to boat loss on the ridge and the other (11 tons, 29 knots, 1 airship, and a 0.5
ton load threshold) on the plateau. On this day, the two airships follow a similar itinerary, visiting
the same cities and loading the same amount of fruit. The slight time shift in the upper graph of
Figure 4.13 is due to the normally-distribution variation in load time. When the 11-ton airship is
filled to capacity on the third city visited, the 12-ton airship is still able to visit the fourth city,
though just barely. The smaller airship, after unloading the fruit at the hub in Manaus, was able
to return to the city it had not yet visited and fill the full airship payload or load all of the fruit
available at that city. It may have been better on this occasion for the larger airship to visit the
fourth city on its second leg of the trip instead of on the fourth leg when it had very little payload
remaining. Alternatively, it may have been better to postpone the fourth leg of the trip until after
it had unloaded its cargo in Manaus, similar to what the smaller airship did. Either of these options could have been better, but they also could have had negatives effects to the schedule on the
subsequent days.
Additionally, the city decision logic resulted in different routes depending on the system
configuration. When airship payloads were low or with fleets of four airships, the resulting routes
were hub-and-spoke, favoring the city with the most available fruit (see left-side illustration in
Figure 4.14). As payloads increased, the fleets were able to visit additional cities before returning
to unload (see center illustration in Figure 4.14). When payloads allowed for visiting multiple
cities, the routes became more random (see right-side illustration in Figure 4.14). Had routes been
constrained to a certain type of logistics model such as hub-and-spoke or pre-defined, city-to-city
circuits based on payload and fleet size, results would have turned out differently.
The decision of which cities to visit and in which order to visit those cities is complex due
to the relationship between airship fleet parameters, city parameters, and the logic of the decisionmaking algorithm, which included the load threshold parameter. Further exploration in this area
would include the addition of an algorithm to the simulation that attempts to solve the traveling
salesman problem inherent in the freight transportation domain to find an optimal schedule for
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Figure 4.13: Shown is one day’s activity for two airship designs differing only by a payload of one
ton. The airships follow a similar schedule until hour 2075 (denoted by vertical line, Event A).
The smaller airship is also unable to visit the fourth city before returning to the hub to unload its
cargo. The larger airship loads only a small amount of fruit from the fourth city (Event B). The
smaller airship is ultimately able to transport more fruit due to a more productive trip to the fourth
city after unloading first in Manaus (Event C).
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Figure 4.14: Depending on the system configuration, the routes taken by the fleets can vary considerable. The diagrams above are three points on the spectrum of possible route options. The weight
of the arrows indicate more trips traversing that leg. The return legs are shown as dashed red lines.

each system configuration. But this was beyond the scope of this paper and would add significant
computational complexity which could result in each simulation taking orders of magnitude longer.
While likely more accurate, it may be less useful as a concept development tool. So while these
models and the simulation are not perfect, the simulation of each design took between a thousandth
and hundredth of a second to run, general trends of social impact were extracted, and surrogate
models were created to find potentially optimal designs.

4.6.2

Optimization
Using the data generated from the simulations and shown in Figure 4.8, surrogate models

for each impact were created using the neural network predictive modeling tool in JMP Pro, a
statistical software by SAS. Each impact was modeled using a two-layer neural network, with
each layer consisting of 4 hidden nodes represented by hyperbolic tangent activation functions.
Models were trained on 50 percent of the data using a hold-back method internal to JMP for the
validation on the other half of the data. A squared penalty method and a learning rate of 0.1 were
used to train the models. The fit metrics for each model are shown in Table 4.3.
The surrogate models of these five impacts were used to find the airship system configuration with the maximum positive impact and minimum negative impact. To do this, the genetic
algorithm from Matlab’s Global Optimization Toolbox was used to find the optimum of the cost
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Table 4.3: Results of neural network model fitting.
Predictive Model
Impact to Boat Jobs
Impact to Crop Savings
Impact to Forest
Impact to Income
Impact to Time Savings

R-Squared, Training R-Squared, Validation
0.938
0.940
0.999
0.999
1
1
0.981
0.983
0.996
0.996

function:
O = wb Ibn − wc Icn + w f I f n − wi Iin − wt Itn

(4.8)

where w are weights and I are normalized versions of the impacts described in Equations 4.3-4.7.
The subscript b refers to impact to boat job loss, c refers to the impact to crop savings, f refers
to the impact to forest loss, i refers to the impact to farmer income, and t refers to the impact to
farmer time savings. The optimization was performed subject to bound constraints that matched
the design variable ranges defined in Table 4.2 and that also defined the bounds of the DES. Here,
the impact to forest was added to act as an additional optimization criterion to ensure that airship
designs did not maximize impact for farmers and boat workers at the expense of other rainforest
inhabitants, the environment, or others effected by deforestation. Since this simulation took place
in the Amazon forest, size could also be limited by available landing area. A 20-ton-carrying
airship may be the largest feasible airship for the area if the largest available landing sites are the
size of a football pitch. The density and rapid growth of the vegetation in the Amazon make it
difficult to clear land. Even if the land is cleared, the forest continually tries to reclaim the land,
making it costly to maintain.
As shown in Table 4.4, the optimization resulted in a different system design depending on
the weights. In practice, the weights are dependent on stakeholder preferences. If the stakeholders
show no preference to any particular impact, the weights may be equal. This results in a fleet of
three airships with one-ton payloads, that travel at 68 knots, and only visit a city if there is one
ton of produce available for transport. This design results in less time savings for the farmers, but
fewer boat workers must look for new work and very little forest loss may occur. If stakeholders
are confident there is enough demand for boat workers elsewhere, they may not consider the impact
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Table 4.4: Results of optimization using various weightings corresponding to potential
stakeholder preferences. First, an equal weighting and has a circle marker. Second,
the weighting only shows minor regard for boat job loss and forest loss with an
otherwise equal weighting and has a diamond marker. Third, the weighting
with a square marker does not consider boat job loss or forest loss and has
an otherwise equal weighting. Fourth, equal weights are given to income
and time savings, with no regard for other impacts. This weighting has
a triangle marker.

wb
0.2
0.05
0
0

wc

wf

0.2 0.2
0.3 0.05
0.3 0.1
0
0

wi

wt

0.2
0.3
0.3
0.5

0.2
0.3
0.3
0.5

Cruise
Fleet
Load
Marker
Payload Speed
Size
Threshold
Shape
(tons) (knots) (airships)
(tons)
(see Figure 4.15)
1
68
3
1
Circle ◦
16
37
1
1
Diamond ♢
9
59
1
1
Square □
11
51
1
1
Triangle △

to boat jobs in their weighting. This results in designs with smaller fleets of larger airships that are
capable of transporting all the fruit produced by the four cities while also increasing income for
the farmers.
These optimal designs are overlaid on the contour plots for each of the four social impacts
in Figure 4.15. The design marked with a square, for example, shows that when boat job loss is no
longer a factor, and the importance of forest loss decreases, the design increases in positive impact
to income, time savings, and crop loss, but in return also increases impact to boat job loss and
slightly increases impact to forest loss.

Operational Cost and Time
The design obtained from minimizing the cost function where forest loss and boat job loss
have decreased priority (diamond symbol in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.15), which we will call the
optimal-impact design moving forward, may balance the tradeoffs between the social and environmental impacts of interest, but this may be in conflict with other metrics that stakeholders may
normally consider such as airship utilization, time to complete the objective, revenue, or cost per
ton. The larger airships and larger fleets with higher speeds are able to transport all of the produce quicker than the optimal-impact design. These bigger, faster fleets would also have lower
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(a) Impact to Boat Job Loss

(b) Impact to Crop Savings

(c) Impact to Forest Loss

(d) Impact to Income

(e) Impact to Time Savings

(f)

Figure 4.15: The contour plots of each impact are shown with optimal designs described in Table 4.4. These points, with markers defined in the bottom, right, show the tradeoffs for each impact
to achieve the desired objectives of each cost function weighting. The color scale denotes desirability with green indicating most desirable and pink, least desirable.
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Figure 4.16: Fleet utilization as a function of airship payload, with cruise speed and load threshold
held constant (left), and of cruise speed, with payload and load threshold held constant (right).

utilization so the airships could then be used by other cities or used for another purpose (see Figure 4.16). Increasing payload and decreasing fleet size from the optimal-impact design, results
in designs with lower costs per ton of fruit transported due to the lower fleet acquisition costs and
lower helium refill costs throughout the year. Keeping the cruise speed low keeps fuel consumption
low contributing to the lower operating costs.
The optimal-impact design has a utilization fraction of 0.25, meaning that the airship fleet is
being used for 25 percent of the day, on average, throughout the year. The Pareto-optimal designs
for this measure range from 0.35, if a 20-ton airship is traveling around 25 knots, to about 0.12
for fleets traveling above 80 knots and that contain four airships that can carry over 10 tons (see
Figure 4.16). It makes sense that the optimal-impact design is on the higher side of this Paretocurve as it means the airship is using a high percentage of the allotted time so the fleet is neither
working over-time nor being significantly underutilized and sitting at the hangar in Manaus for a
large portion of the day.
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Figure 4.17: Fleet utilization and operational cost per ton. Lower utilization means the airship
transports all of the produce more quickly, but this is more costly. Lower utilization may also
mean that the fleet’s freight transportation capacity is over-designed for the given scenario.

Table 4.5: Shown is the design optimized for time and cost and the optimal-impact design. Note
that the variation in preferences from performance-based to impact-based, results in different
designs.
Design Preference

Payload Cruise Speed Fleet Size
(tons)
(knots)
(airships)
Time-and-Cost Optimal
5
60
2
Optimal-Impact
16
37
1

These high-utilization, low time-to-complete designs are also some of the most expensive
fleets to operate. The Pareto frontier created by these two competing variables is shown in Figure 4.17. The configuration that balances cost-per-ton and time-to-complete, the designs at the
knee of the curve, are four- to seven-ton airships traveling between 45 to 75 knots in fleets of two
airships. Since the optimal-impact design is dependent on many other factors, especially the concern for boat workers and their jobs, the optimal-impact design is not similar to the design that is
optimal with respect to time and cost as shown in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.6: Results of optimization using a range of average load rates and a constant load
threshold of one ton. The load rate of 0.2 is the value used in the original optimization.
Average
Cruise
Fleet
Load Rate Payload Speed
Size
(hours/ton) (tons) (knots) (airships)
0.1
10
28
1
0.2
16
37
1
0.3
5
22
2
0.4
8
20
2
0.5
8
20
2

Load Rate Sensitivity
The simulation is dependent on the rate at which cargo can be loaded onto the airships at
each city. The design parameter for this within the simulation was average load rate. This was
defined as the time needed to load one ton of cargo onto the airship. The load time was then the
product of the tonnage of cargo and a load rate randomly generated from a normal distribution
with average load rate as the mean with a standard distribution of 0.01. In the simulations used for
this optimization, the average load rate was set to 0.2 hours per ton. Because the load rate directly
effects the time each trip takes, optimal designs are likely influenced by the rate at which fruit is
loaded onto the airships. Additional simulations were ran for load rates of 0.1 to 0.5 hours per ton
with increments of 0.1 to help determine the sensitivity of the optimal design to this variable. Each
of these simulations were ran with a constant load threshold of one ton to match the optimal design
from the equally weighted cost function.
The results contained in Table 4.6 show that load rate indeed affects the optimal airship
design. At faster rates, the optimal-impact design consisted of one airship. The jump from 0.1 to
0.2 hours per ton required a larger, faster airship but still only required one of these in the fleet. At
0.3 hours per ton, the slower rate led to the need for two smaller airships to achieve the optimal
impact. For system designers, this introduces the decision of whether to spend more on an airship
fleet (load rates between 0.3 and 0.5) or to invest more into optimizing the loading process by
hiring more workers or introducing more technology.
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Figure 4.18: A new city (triangles) was added to the simulation with a one-airship and a two-airship
fleet design. Cities marked with a green triangle had a higher impact to income by maintaining the
original, one-airship fleet. Cities with pink triangles required a two-airship fleet.

Additional Cities
Designers may be interested in adding additional cities to the cities the airship already
visits to simulate how the optimal airship design might change. They may also want to determine
if adding an additional city would result in additional positive impact to the surrounding societies.
The optimal designs are likely to also be influenced by the number of cities that need to be visited,
given the sensitivity of the simulation to city prioritization.
The simulation was extended to simulate the addition of one hypothetical city from a uniform distribution of coordinates. Each coordinate in the space was analyzed, one at a time (see
Figure 4.18). The city was assumed to have the average fruit production of the four original cities.
For simplicity, only the optimal-impact design was used in this simulation, with the original, oneairship fleet size as well as a two-airship fleet. The impact to farmer income was then compared
at each of the coordinates to determine which of the cities could be added to the route without the
need to add an additional airship to the fleet. The results in Figure 4.18 show that if a city has the
average amount of fruit as the original four cities and lies within the existing route area, the impact
to farmer income will improve by adding that city and maintaining the one-airship fleet size.
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Further extensions to the DES may include adding additional cities, or altering the production schedule or the goods is being produced. The production schedule used in this case study
changes drastically through the year and has one city that has much higher production throughout
the year than the rest of the cities. A more constant production rate or freight that is more evenly
distributed between the cities may have a significant effect on which airship system designs are optimal. The fruit being transported in this example has a very low unit weight relative to the airship
payloads. As a result, the cargo can easily be divided into random, small amounts. Other cargo
such as fruit processing equipment, wind turbine blades, or other large, indivisible objects would
alter how the airship is used since it may be able to carry more weight but not have any space for
it, or it may have space for more cargo, but not enough lift.

4.7

Conclusion
Through the proposed methodology and case study of airship fruit transport in Brazil, we

have shown how social impact metrics can be calculated for large-scale products operating within
socio-technical systems. We found that by varying airship parameters, it is possible to explore the
design space and determine high-potential designs in the context of social impact.
Going through the process to model and predict the social impact of the airship, we found
that the social impact of the airship is highly dependent on the airship-farmer system in addition
to the airship’s engineering parameters. We also found that the designs that optimized for product
impact were not the same designs that were found optimizing for conventional variables like mission completion time and operational costs per ton transported (see Table 4.5). Because of this,
it’s even more important for stakeholders to consciously consider social impact as it may not be
closely connected to other system requirements related to the problem the product is addressing.
Through this process, the importance of the system and operational models to the social
impacts became clear. The decisions of farmers and the ways in which the airship was used can
have a large influence on the social impacts. This provides the opportunity for further research
into the design space of social impacts and engineering parameters. Additionally, this provides the
opportunity to further explore how the integration of variable operational and logistic parameters
in the simulation can provide further resolution into the calculation of social impact metrics.
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Additional research and refinements to this initial study would generate other findings that
could help airship designers and decision makers maximize the positive social benefit to the area.
For example, the surfaces in Figure 4.8 show the interaction of the product’s sustainability space [4]
and design space. Applying this linked space, stakeholders could visualize, explore, and better
understand the direct interactions between engineering parameters and social impacts. Further
investigations into how this sustainability-design space could be leveraged to further predict related
designs and products’ impacts on society.
What’s more, this model only analyzed airships with useful payloads up to 30 imperial
tons (13,608 kg) and a variable route between Manaus and each city of farmers. Given different
operational parameters such as a different fruit production schedule or city selection criteria, or
even a different operational environment all together, the effects to social impact may change
considerably with the use-case. Further analysis could also compare different logistics models.
Varying the logistical parameters and logic may require additional performance metrics to enable
comparison across models. This comparison would determine the optimal combination of airship
design for given logistics methods, likely weighing the variations of upfront and operational costs
for different numbers and sizes of airships. These interactions may lead to increased social impact
metrics that remove or raise the level of the optimal impact. The variation of operational and
logistic parameters, if included in the social impact model, could provide further insight into the
effects they have on the model and resulting social impact metrics. It may also provide insight on
how changes to how the airship is used may provide increased benefit compared to the initial plans
for operation.
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CHAPTER 5.

5.1

CONCLUSION

Thesis Framework
Summarized in Figure 5.1, is the flow of the design process discussed in this thesis and

the connection between Chapters 3 and 4. The problem of more effectively exploring the system
design space and optimizing designs for social impact, leads to the use of the DSS to explore the
high-level airship system design parameters and explore mission environments and scenarios that
may be well suited to the airship. Then, using the data obtained through the use of the DSS airship
system design parameters can be further refined and analyzed through the creation of engineering
and social models integrated in a DES. Analysis of the simulation results can provide insight
into optimal system designs that maximize positive social impact and minimize negative impacts.
The process can then be repeated by adjusting design parameters and running simulations, or by
returning to the DSS.
The findings from Chapters 3 and 4 highlight utility of the respective CAE tools used
in each. The results of the analysis using the DSS provided high-level information about the
performance of the airship in a well-defined, deterministic environment. The use of the DES
framework for predicting social impact shifted the focus from the potentially myopic time and cost
values, to values that could have a greater influence on those values in the long run and, definitely,
a greater influence on the societies affected by the product. Both software tools extracted the
trends of pertinent output variables relative to the airship design parameters. When comparing the
optimal design found in the Amazon case study with that of a similar mission analyzed in DELTAS,
the designs differed greatly. This again shows how companies and their designers must actively
consider the social impact of the products they are developing as conventional performance metrics
may be competing with social and environmental impacts. Future work may attempt to add social
impact modeling into DSS to empower designers and allow them to more easily include social
impacts in the development process.
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Figure 5.1: Suitable system candidates are generated using the DSS, then refined and further analyzed within the DES. This process achieves a solution to the problem by providing a CAE method
to more effectively explore the system design space and optimize the system design for maximum
positive impact. The box in yellow corresponds to work described in Chapter 3. Those in blue, to
work described in Chapter 4. Those in green apply to both chapters.

5.2

Research Objectives, Limitations, and Future Work
All products will have an impact on the society in which they are introduced. When the

product is part of a complex, socio-technical system their impacts are difficult to predict. Simulation and modeling using discrete-event simulation (DES) provide a way for designers to connect
engineering parameters of the system to impact metrics. Developing optimal concepts to implement in simulation requires collaboration across design teams. By using decision support systems
(DSS), design teams can more easily collaborate while exploring the design space of the product
to find optimal designs and use cases of the product. Used separately or in conjunction, these
computer-aided engineering (CAE) tools can make the design process more efficient and effective.
This research sought to address four research objectives:
1. Demonstrate the effectiveness of DSS during the concept development phase of the design
process
2. Define optimal designs and use cases of airships using a DSS
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3. Develop a predictive model of an airship system using DES
4. Determine the predicted social impact of introducing an airship into an existing transportation system
These objectives were addressed in the preceding chapters and are summarized here.
In Chapter 3, a DSS for the design exploration for airships, DELTAS, was described. It was
demonstrated how this tool could be used to better understand airships, their niche in the transportation networks of the world, and enable stakeholders to more effectively collaborate through
the concept development process. This DSS can also serve as a framework for the design of other
large-scale products, especially ones that are a part of a transportation network. After walking
the reader through how one might use or build such a DSS, the research provided three case studies featuring three mission scenarios of varying distances, locations, and cargo. These examples
demonstrated how optimal airship designs are dependent on the mission and how one design that
is similarly-suited to all three missions is different still. This research showed how the use of
a DSS can simplify the concept development process and facilitate easier collaboration between
stakeholders of various backgrounds and roles. These benefits are enabled through the ability of
the DSS to provide one environment to develop concepts, run simulations, and visualize data.
The airship design parameters selected for the Design Exploration tab of DELTAS were
high-level parameters that were not dependent on other intermediate design variables. The included
design parameters were also the variables that were most closely related to the high-level mission
requirements. The lower-level parameters while important, were assumed to be in the noise as
this was a systems-level analysis. Many lower-level variables would not have had an obvious
relationship to the mission requirements. By limiting the parameters, the desired usability of the
DSS could be better achieved by providing only high-level information. Additionally, parameters
such as specific fuel consumption and drag coefficient are dependent variables that are ideally
as small as possible and because of this they were held constant. Future work could include more
lower-level design variables to determine the system’s sensitivity to these parameters. By including
such variables, potentially on their own tab, deeper analysis would be possible once the high-level
analysis has been performed on other tabs. This addition may allow more development of the
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system to be performed within the same tool and allow the engineers to better understand the
system.
One major limitation to this work was the depth to which wind was implemented into the
DSS and, as a result, the analysis and optimization. While the Wind tab of the DSS provided much
detail about the wind speeds and directions the airship would face along its route, this information
did not appear elsewhere in the tool. In simulating mission performance for each airship design,
variable wind was not factored into the calculations. This could significantly affect the reliability
of performance results if the user-defined mission were to pass through a part of the world with
high wind speeds. Future work would integrate the wind database into the simulation to more
accurately predict performance. Work on this integration may also add path planning optimization
algorithms to choose a route based on wind and elevation data so that no matter the airship design
being analyzed, it would be capable of completing the defined mission.
A minor limitation to the research discussed in Chapter 3 is the lack of comparison of the
airship with conventional cargo ocean liners. While some comparisons are made in the analysis
section of the chapter, these were not performed using DELTAS. Since airships fit between ocean
liners and cargo aircraft, it would be more informative to be able to compare all three modalities side-by-side. This is especially true for when a user desires to analyze longer-distance and
heavier-lift missions that cannot be completed by any conventional air mode. In these cases, only
comparisons between airships and sea vessels remain. To have an accurate representation of sea
vessel performance, the sea vessel model would need to include both a port database and a path
planner. This addition may also require the addition of a ground transportation model that allows
the mission cargo to be transported from the port to an inland destination if needed.
Further development on DELTAS or new development on similar software tools would
work to improve the usability of the DSS and ensure that it is usable by the entire target user base
regardless of background or role. This would require significant user testing through the development process. User research would also provide further insights into the benefits or detriments of
using DSS during the product development process.
Chapter 4 proposed a method for predicting the social impacts of large-scale shared products. The usefulness of this method was demonstrated through an implemented case study of
airship fruit transport in the Amazon forest of Brazil. This case study showed how that by varying
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design parameters of the airship, it was possible to explore the design space and determine optimal
designs in the context of social impacts. The social impacts were also found to be highly dependent
on the greater airship-farmer system, not only the airship design. This research found significant
difference between the optimization of conventional metrics like mission times and costs compared
to the social and environmental impact metrics of the airship system. By exploring the connections
between social impacts and engineering parameters, this chapter showed the interaction of the
product’s sustainability space and design space could be used by designers to visualize, explore,
and better understand the interactions between the engineering parameters and resulting impacts.
Further work would further investigate how this joint sustainability-design space could be leveraged to further predict related products’ impacts on society. Additionally, the more that a target
population and their behavior are understood by the designers, the more detailed, accurate, and
applicable the social impact metrics can be. Through this, products will have a better chance of
being successful.
Along these lines, the major limitations of this work were tied to the understanding of the
farmers in the Amazon, their preferences, and how an airship may disrupt their lives. For simplicity
it was assumed that the farmers would adopt the airship solely based on how it would affect their
income, free time, and eliminate waste crop. There may be other impacts to their lives or the lives
of other in their society that may have a far greater impact than the three main impacts studied in
this research.
The other major limitation to this study was the logistics model implemented within the
DES. By not optimizing the route the airships took, randomness combined with differences in
speed and payload between simulations resulted in an undesirable amount of variability in the
performance of some airship fleets. Further work would implement variable or optimized logistic
models and treat this portion of the problem more like a traveling salesman problem [91, 92].
Some uncertainty resulted from the routing and logistics model and was described at the
end of the chapter. Since the system that was modeled does not exist currently, there are a number
of sources of epistemic uncertainty that were not addressed. Examples of this are the degree to
which farmers would adopt the airship and the duration of each activity included in the simulation. A related source of aleatory uncertainty that was not addressed is that the use of the airship
by farmers would likely include inherent randomness tied to their daily schedules or social pres103

sures. Other sources of the aleatory uncertainty were addressed through the stochastic nature of
the simulation and the normal distributions of several of the variables in the simulation.
These and other sources of uncertainty affect the results of the simulation because even
small changes in the route taken by the airship, or the time it takes to complete the route, can add up
throughout the simulation and result in different optimal designs. As mentioned at the conclusion
of Chapter 4, optimizing the route for each airship fleet design could reduce the uncertainty in
the simulation. Additionally, factors such as refueling or maintenance times could be included as
design parameters to better explore their effect on the system. The presence of uncertainty in this
simulation underlies why this framework should be used only as a high-level systems design tool
that can provide direction in the early stages of concept development and not a detailed systems
design tool for finalizing the design of a system.
Similarly, since the resolution of optimization is greater than that of the model, the designs
provided by the optimization should be treated only as starting points for further analysis. The
optimization performed in Chapter 4 found designs that are optimal for only that particular model
and its inherent fidelity and should be used as the starting design for more detailed design and
analysis.
Further work on this research would extend the simulation to other environments and airship uses. Future work could also include other large-scale, shared products in place of the airship
such as trains, shared autonomous vehicles, or commercial rockets. With many of these and similar systems being currently researched, but not yet released or not yet introduced at a large scale,
there is much opportunity to tune these systems to maximize their positive impact. As was found
in this research, the effect of engineering parameters on social impact is non-obvious and requires
focused effort to choose the right impacts to model and model them well.
This research provided a modeling and simulation framework for the concept development
phase of the design process. The framework presented could be used in feasibility studies to
provide direction and help determine the next steps that should occur in the design process. These
could include a design with which to perform more in-depth analysis or which scenario or usecase should receive further research and analysis. The DSS, DELTAS, for example could be used
by a set of engineers or stakeholders to determine which airship design is best suited for further
engineering and development by a contractor.
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5.3

Final Remarks
As products and people become more connected, as old technology is replaced by new,

and as the world continues to change in uncertain ways, products must be designed to meet these
challenges. In order to design products that are successful, the social impact of the product needs
to be determined and optimized. To accomplish this design teams must be able to effectively
collaborate amongst themselves and with other stakeholders to find the best use cases for their
product and ensure that their focus is on the most appropriate product impacts. CAE design tools
such as DSS and DES provide a means to model, simulate, and optimize around these impacts and
find designs with a positive predicted impact
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